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Moscow, Jan. 1. Monday night
Except for numerous police patrols In
the streets and pillars of smoke
above the ruins of factorfea
and houses in the Presnal district,
there is little to recall the nightmare
of the past ten days. As if by magic,
hours, the appearance
of the city has changed. Stores everywhere have been reopened and the
stieets are filled with holiday shoppers making purchases for the Russian Christmas, which according lo
the Julian calendar, fulls on Sunday.
As early night fell, the guards were
doubled, but electric Btrecp lamp
brilliantly lighted the shop wlndowB.
The Tresnai district, however, presented another picture. 'Ineio people
by the hundreds, who had been burned out, were excitedly searching tue
ruins or bemoaning their loss of dear
ones, while the police and troops continued" their hunt for revolutionist.
The only warlike Incident was a
rear attack by a body of drujinista
upon a detachment of troops stationed at a bridge with instructions to
cover the work of the firemen. The
soldiers when attacked, turned right
about face and fired a volley, killing
three students and wounding several
others.
Lists of casualties and losses ot
property are being compiled at Governor General Doubassoff's headquarters, and are promised tomorrow.
At the Iiourse today, a prominent
manufacturer estimated the damage
done in the burned district at 15,000,-00- 0.
The Amerlcun factories, of
which the New York Air Brake company, the Barry Boiler company, and
the Singer Manufacturing company,
are the principal, have not Buffered.,
fc'utt of
factorial! have
resumed work. The railroads and telegraph lines are resuming work,
slowly.
lar.lly-floatin-

nux

non-unio- n

MORE PLEASING PICTURE

Paper

Boodler Hill in Toils of
Court at Philadelphia for Defrauding City.
Peculiar Georgia Case.

v

NOT ALL EMPLOYERS
ARE CALLED MILITANT.
Chicago, Jan. 2. The rational eight-hou- r
work day of the Typographical
union was declared by that organization to be in effect today In this city.
The introduction of the program in
this city was not marked by a strike
of any magnitude, the bulk of the militant employers having anticipated
the movement several weeks ago by
locking out (their union men, and continuing their shops with what few nonunion men they were 'able to obtain.

by

Patrick Employs New Counsel

MADE

Cleveland, Ohio. Jan. 2 Two hunemployes of printdred and forty-fling houses Joined 175 members of the
Typographical union in the general
of
Htrlke .here todny. Three-fourth- s
.
tO
1,
' refused
uiu u iv i nrlnlora hnvillS:
agreement, the
sign the eight-hou- r
iyoiuemc,
strike was declared, ine
ivhinh a iha nitlnnnl organization of
bosses, formed to fight the Typo-rmnha1 nnioa. la making efforts to
printers.
obtain
This strike of the printers became
general on January 1, all over North
day
America, and Is for an eight-hou- r
for book, Job and machine men. In
cities where the printers have obtained eight hours no strikes exist.
11

Huge Sum of Five

American Factories Were Not
Destroyed During the
COURT ON THE DOCKET
Insurrection.

Day of tight

LARGE WAGE

at

Moscow's Loss Placed

Against Senator Clarke for Land Grabbing.
Chicago Drainage Canal.

Whole Contest Turns on Work

v

QUITE MEAGER

Millions.

PREPARATION

YEAR'S

RUSSIAN NEWS

AND DIVERSE PLACES

ed Strikes Known.
HAD

NUM1JEK Hi

VARYING INTEREST

of Most Hotly Contest-

5

1900.

CASES IN COURT OF

NOW FULLY ON

probably

13.

Note Yesterday The Evening Citizen announced that
were on the
number of Albuquerque citizen
water wagon, but Satterfield, who is sojourning In the city for a few days, drew the above cartoon, showing the
water wagon going up the hill to the water and milk depots, and several prominent citizens, who had made
good resolutions yesterday, falling off the wagon. If this cold weather continues, it is almoet certain that the
New Year teetotalers will all be In line on the other aide in a very abort time.)

Washington, I). C, January 2. A
numlxT of highly Important cases
have been set for hearing today. One
of the most important cases which
will come un today is the rohearlng
In the cases of Lincoln jind of Walker,)
Dames ft Co. against the United,
States, Involving questions of Philip-- 1
pine tariffs. Oral arguments will be
heard today upon the one question
only: "Has congress the power to
ratify what the president did In the
matter of collecting Philippine revenue under his war power, arter the
treaty of Paris had been ratified and
berore there had been any legislation
on the subject?"
The case was originally decided by the Supreme Court
against the United States, If the decision Is confirmed on rehearing. It
will mean the refunding by the government of several millions of dollars
paid by the plaintiffs.
The Wisconsin Paper Trust con
tempt cases have been advanced for
today by the Supreme Court, and with
tnem the appeal In the St. Paul cases,
in which fines for contempt were Imposed by Judge Vandeventer. Another
case, w hich is to be called today Is the
case of the United States against Sen
ator1 Clark of Montana, Involving the
alleged Illegal acquisition of timber
lands.
The hearing In the case of the State
of Missouri vs. ttie State of Illinois.
and involving the status of the Chi
cago drainage canal. Is also amona the
tmportant canes set for a hearing to-

FILTRATION BUREAU BOSS
CHARGED WITH CONSPIRACY.
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 2. The trial
of John W. Hill, former chief of the
Buitau of Filtration, charged with
conspiracy to derraud the city, was
called for a hearing In the Common
Pleas Court todar. It ha 1 ipen nr.
ranged that he case shall have pre
cedence over an others in which public contractors are Involved. The city
is represented bv District Attorney
Bell, Assistant District Attorney
nd City Solicitor Kinsey.
while George S. Graham and several
other prominent attorneys represent
me aeienaant. it is expeoted that the
trial will last several days, as quite
a large number of witnesses will be
heard. Among the witnesses called
are a number of prominent engineering: exnerls mid It Is .Tnw.tj that th
case will be of unusual Interest.
Wall-erstei-

n

ALL OVER NEGRO 8ENT
TO WORK ON CHAIN GANG.
Macon, Ga., Jan. 2. One of the
most peculiar cases will be heard before Judge Speer in the United States
District Court today. Th cltv an- thorltios will have to show why they

OF INCREASED WAGES.
Boston. Mass., Jan. 2. Beginning
were not In contempt of the court
with today 30,000 hands employed by
when they gent the , negro, Henry
the American Woolen company In-or
Jamison, to the chain gang, before a
this city will have their wages
formal order had been Issued, making
creased 10 per cent. The increase be- JEROME GETTING
MIDSHIPMAN IS ON
FAMILY SLAUGHTER
the mandate of the Supreme Court of
comes effective in the thirty plants
the United States the decree of the
of the corporation, which are located
lower court. The question is whether
BY REFUSED LOVER
READY FOR JUMP
TRIAL FOR HAZING
in seven etates, and it Is expected
the filing of the Supreme Court's manday.
that several mills, not owned by the
date dissolves the habeas corpus uncompany will grant a similar advance.
der which Jamison was trying to
PATRICK 8TILL FIGHTING
The Scotia Worsted Mills of Woon- OFF DEATH NEXT MONTH. escape the chain gang. The district
socket, R. I., controlled by an inde Will Land on Sundry High In horrible . Crime Ccrnmitted lis Descendant of Gre?.t Deca-b- y
New York... Ian. 2. Allmtt T Put. aH(irny rVuhnji. that H raqulrod. an,
pendent concern, and employing lio
rick, who la under sentence of death. order from Judge Speer lu addition
Dental Student Mad
j
hands, has also increased the wages
surance Officials
(ur and Relative of
nas retained new counsel to carry his to the Supreme Court's mandate, and
of their men 10 per cent, beginning
case to th United States an
that action on the part of the city
with New Year, (t is estimated that
With Infatuation.
Soon.
Dewey.
court. This was mad . nwninnrv without waiting for Judge Speer'a orthe advance will give the bands of the
owing to the illness of David B. Hill. der was contempt of Judge Speer's
American Woolen company an aggreine counsel are Archibald C. Shen-Bton- court. Both sides will be heard togate of about $1,000,000 more each
BUSINESS IS
FAIR DENIES TRUTH OF CHARGE
of Shenstone & Harding, and day. In the meantime an appeal for
year than' they nave bei receiving. CHARGED ABUSE OF TRUST WOOL
former Senator Llndscy of Kentucky. habea corpus In Jamison's behalf
Of the mills affected, are fourteen loThe lawvera are lo ask tho innmi ban been made In Judge Felton's
cated In the state of Massachusetts,
court for a writ of error In order
seven In Rhode Island, three in New Squealers Will Aid Him in at Least Dealers Think Future Trading Will He
to court. City Attorney Mlnter Wlmb-erlis Senior While His Victims Are prepare the case, and It is said they
Hampshire, four In Maine, and one
Chief of Police Granville Conner
will ask Governor Hlgglns to grant a and Road Superintendent E. A. Wlm-bisVermont and
in Connecticut.
ah
Fourth-Clas- s
Continue to Be as
Four of the Comstay
of execution. Patrick Is senNew York.
are named as defendants In the
tenced to die next month.
contempt case.
Promising.
panies.
Men.
UNION IS ON TOP IN
AMERICA'S METROPOLIS,
New York, Jan. 2. One thousand
Culendonla, Minn., Jan. 2. InfatuNew York, Jan. 2. The World today
Annapolis,) Jan. 2. The" court mar MEDICAL RESEARCH
HOWARD DENIED
printers went on a strike here today
in support of the demand for an eight-hou- r says; "District Attorney Jerome will ated with Pearl Wheaton, daughter of tial proceedings against Midshipman
shops the bel- today begin the serious work of pre- S. N. Wheaton, one of tho richest Stephen Decatur, Jr., of Portsmouth,
day. In sixty-twINSTITUTE READY
ANOTHER TRIAL
ligerent employers declared a lock out paring for the prosecution of the off- farmers in southern Minnesota, and
N. H., charged with hazing Midship
against their employes, but In 160 icers of the life insurance companies,
rendered desperate by her refusal to men Isaac N. MeCrary, of Texas, and
ebops the Typographical union gained who have abused their trusts. It was marry
posiman
by
in
yesterday
a
him. Matt Styer, a dental stu- Gayiord Church, of Pennsylvania,
a
stated
victory
quitting
a
man
without
the
work, as those shops readily granted tion to know what Is going on within dent at the University of Minnesota, both fourth class men, was continued Founded by Rockefeller in The U. S. Supreme Court Susthe various insurance companies, that broke into the Wheaton home near
day and closed shop.
the eight-hou- r
Memory of Dead Grand-Daught- er
District Attorney Jerome will doubt- here last night and shot Pearl, her this morning, Decatur going on the
tains Kentucky Court
less receive aid from unexpected sister Ruth, her mother and himself. stand In his own behalf.
STRIKE OF HOUSESMITHS
absolutely
Decatur
denied
the
all
fasources.
He added that
Pearl is dead and the others are
before
AFFECTS 200 BUILDINGS
of Appea's.
statements which incriminated him.
New York, Jan. 2. The majority of month shall be out, Jerome will re- tally wounded.
beThe
court
is
thus
left
to
decide
by
When he entered, he was met
C.OOO members of the
Houscsnilths ceive overtures from at least one
tween the testimony under oath of the
and Brldgemens' unions in this city 'squealer' In each of these companies: Ruth, who armed with a revolver, at- upper and
lower class men. Decatur's $3,000,000 IN EQUIPMENT GUILTY IN THREE TRIALS
went on a strike today. They demand the Mutual Life, Provident Savings tempted to protect the remainder of case Is attracting
great attention,
an lncreso from $4.50 to $o per day. Life, Life Insurance Assocation of of the family. Styer wrested the re- and a desperate effort Is being
made
Work on 200 new office and factory America, and the Mutual Reserve volver from her and shot her twice. to save him. He is a
He then turned on Mrs. Wheaton,
Fund association."
buildings was affected.
shooting her twice, also, and then of the famous naval hero of the same Offers Facilities in Original Inves- Kentucky Court Refused Another
bounded upstairs to the room of Pearl. name, and stands number six In his
IOWA IS ALMOST
PITY SORROWS OF POOR
tigation Inobtainable In
Murderer of Governor
OLD MAN WITH RICH WlFE. Breaking in the door, he shot the girl class, which graduates next month.
UNIT IN STRIKE.
He is also a relative of Admiral DewDeg Moines, Iowa, Jan. 2. Twenty
New York, Jan. 2. John A. McCall, through the heart and then shot himThis
Country.
Goebel.
per cent of the printers in Iowa are president of the New York Life, has self. When help arrived Styer was ey; but little help can be expected
from this source, if Decatur shall be
on a strike today.
The eight hour paid to the company, $235,000 ad- found with his head on the girl's convicted.
day was granted in every city In the vanced to Andrew Hamilton, and so breast, she dead and he barely alive.
New York, Jan. 2 The Rockefeller
Washington, D. C. Jan. 2. The su
state except Des Moines, Council far not accounted for by Hamilton. The only other occupant of the house,
Institute for Medical Research Is
Bluffs, Cedar Rapids. Keokuk and Thomas I Fowler, chairman of the a child of ten, escaped by leaping PET STOCK AND
preme court today affirmed the de
through
FINE
window.
POULTRY
a
SHOW.
Crestou.
completed, and will be ready for cision of the Kentucky
company's investigating committee,
court of apNew York, Jan. 2. The seventeenth its opening within a few days.
apiointed by the board of trustees,
This
peals
In
case
H. HowJames
the
of
annual exhibition of the New York
received today a check from McCall TERRITORIAL WOOLS
AGRICULTURAF MEETS
ABOUT ALL IN. PollltrV PilfWlii nnrt Vi-- t Sftflf A ucv- - Institution was founded by John D. ard, vs. the State of Kentucky. Howfor $s5,uuu, and a note for $15u,000.
today at Madison Rockefeller in 1901. The Immediate ard was tried three times in the cirBoston, Jan. 2. A fair amount of ciatlon opened
of the members of the InvestigatNORM AND SOUTH One
ing committee of the New York Lite business has been done In the wool Square Garden and will continue cause of his action was the death of cuit court of Franklin county, KenDealers express confidence through the week. Henry V. Craw- - his lit t lo graudaughter, five years ago, tucky, on
Indianapolis. Iud., Jan. 2. A series said today that tiie reason that all market.
the charge of killing Gov
of Important industrial meetings ar was not- paid in cash was because Mc- that a strong undertone exists and ford, councilman for the first ward, by dysentery. He felt that a place In ernor Goebel,
Mcntclair,
and convicted each
tradings
is- a poor man. It Is said he will that future
manseem
is
secretary
promising.
Call
and
the
Agrlcul
ranged for the State Hoard of
About all the present territory clip ager of the association, which posi- - which this and other diseases might time. He is now under sentence of
out of office with practically noth'ure and the presidents of different or go
has passed to dealers or manufactur- j Hon he has held for fourteen years. he studied by experts would be of! life imprisonment, and brought the
sanitations, was opened this morning ing except his life insurance policy ers,
but there is still a large amount One of the special features of the ex- - greai service, and in
with a meeting of the State Fair for $500,000, and that in order to pay
short lime he' case to this court io secure a review
fleeces remaining in the country jhlhitlon will be the New York Cat
Board, which will hold an
ses tho note of $15o,0t0 lie may havu; to of
general
of
hud
the
plan
the instltu-- l of tho ruling of the Kentucky court of
(Show, under the supervision of the'
speculators' haiuls.
get assistance from his wife
sion, for the purpose of
t.on in his mind. As soon us it was apptals, ahinning tho decision 01 the
Club,
begin
Cat
Atlantic
will
friends.
which
fion and for the arranging of the pro
and preparations for plaus; circuit court against allowing another
LAWN TENNIS HAS A
tomorrow end will
s(. on Friday founded
gram tor the current year. This even
trial.
and buildings begun, the hoards of
YEAR
v
NEW
st.:
evening.
TOURNAMENT.
a
will
cat
OF
GAME
The
be
PROTECTORS
ing. the State Woo! Growers' Associa
' u.
in!
,
scholarships
established
41.- .1.1
I.
I.
Nice,
2.
ASSOCIATION.
New
AND
The
Jan.
usual
FISH
Year's
will
tion
hold its regular annual meet
laboratories In this country,; ANOTHER DECISION OF
Bunt-'or- ,
2. The
.Me.. Jan.
Maine Lawn Tenuis tournament opened here cert Hall of Madi-ir- ,
Square Garden. various
)ug at tha state "house.
to Europe
OF THE SUPREME COURT.
- and M iu several physicians
Thp
Sportsman's
unAssociaIs
pigeon
Game
poultry
today.
championis
Fish
club
It
show
and
the
for
and
Tomorrow
morning
the
Swine
to iiiirstie investigations there. Mean-tunWashington,
Jan. 2 The United
meetno
year
numtoday
usually
here
th
in
tion
ships,
are
annual
met
by
fine
held
and
the
which
Miss
Breeders' Association will meet and
a site was obtained in this city,' States supremo court through Justice
ing,
Exchange.
of
B.
lirger
ber
at
be
the
J.
Vera
ever
Penobscot
entries
than
Warden
Alexander.
and
in theafternoon the Hereford BreedIt Brewer, has decided the case of the
the foot of East tith street.
ers' Association will hold a meeting. Among the various important ques- The lawn tennis court.i are never fore. The lUt of prl'.i s Is also larger at
city lots, and the! Peoria Electric Power and Gas comcovers twenty-elup
year.
tions
will
considwhicii
come
than
In
any
in
In
city
previous
for
closKil
are
and
this
excellent
On Thursday tho Farmers' Mutual Inmain building, five stories high, pro-- , pany versus the city of Peoria, in
The
surance company and the Indiana Po- eration at the meeting, will lie the coiuliiiun all tin year round.
vi.le.j for physiological, chemical and favor of the company, reversing the
any
regulations
question
are
which
Is
Nice,
whether
Wool
a
Satisfactory.
of
Club
Golf
Still
rather
tato Growers' Association will hold
pharmacological laboratories,
gives findings of the United Slates circuit
firecarrying
regarding
of
the
is
also
addition,
flourishing,
needed
meeting. All
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 2. The wool
rceiit
sessions
floors to expert-- court for the northern district of ll
fourth
and
third
the
of
arms
the
hunting
playa
sections
into
will
matches
lie
of
the
number
uml
state house.
will be held in
market Is
territory and wests,!ate during close time; also, whether ed here during the mouths of January ern mediums, 2fi(fr30c; fine mediums, mental pathology and bacteriology, nois. The case involved the constiand the fifth to photomicrography tutionality of a city ordinance fixing
COTTON GROWERS ARE
residents fhould be allowed to carry and Vebruary.
2'.'i 2:c: tine, 19ft'21c
and general photography. The first the price of gas In Peoria and action
NOW GETTING ACTIVE. firearms into the woods In open seawas Instituted to enjoiu the enforcetiiMir contains the library and assemLittle Rock. Ark., Jan. 2. The state son without first having secured a
The combly hall, and the ueces.gary adminis- ment of the ordinance.
convention of county delegates of the permit or license to hunt birds or
the main pany complained that the price was
tration oftices.
cotton growers of this state, opened other game, and what, if any changes
smaller unreasonably low and amounted to a
building there are several
here today. The delegates of the var- are necessary to better protect fish
social purposes.
For confiscation without due process of
for
buildings,
game
by
or
elected
the
during
season.
the
The
been
close
had
counties
ious
the buildings and equipments Mr. law. The city charged that the comunusually large.
various district conventions, anil the attendance
3.00ii,00u. and pany combined with another gas comKockefeller bus given
object of the state meeting is to elect
V 4 4
is understood that any endowment, pany to fix the rates and thus violated
Stock Quotations.
a
delegates to the Interstate Convention
law.
New York, Jan. 2. Following were
Onlv a fi iv extra conies of the
Vi.ur'o ...mi.. ..t T,
needed in addition to what has beeuj the anti-truto be held at Hot Springs, Ark., to reing Citizen remain n hand, and those wishiug copies to send east
,j!vcii. will be added. The possibilities
organize the Southern Cotton Grow- closing quotations today on docks
Provisions.
to tiu lr frit iv1- -. h:td better place, orders at once.
of good results from an institution
ers' Association by th election of a named:
Chicago, Juu. 2. Closing prices toV. ar's edition of The Citizen
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officers.
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MONEY ON CALL DID

I

'

h

o

.

great-grands-

-t

NOT DO AS EXPECTED
New

Jan.
last week

York,

The belief

2.

street that
the stringency In the money market,
which had sent rates for call money
In Wall

soaring to record heights, would be
relieved In a marked degree by the release of funds which bad been gathered for the payment of yearly dividends, was not realized today. The
first call of the new year for money ,
was made at 50 per cent per annum.
From 60 the rate ran back to 30 per
cent.
During the afternoon call money
was offered as low as 25 per cent, but
just berore the close the market loans
were made at 60 per cent.
HOW THE MARKET WAS
AT CLOSING HOUR.
New York, Jan. 2. Prime mercan-

tile paper,

6

per cent.

'

Silver,

Money on call was strong.

cent; closing bid,
at 60 per cent.

CO

66e.

2560 per

per cent; offered,

SECRETARY SHAW WILL
ANTICIPATE FEB PAYMENT.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 2. Secretary Shaw announced today that the
treasury department will anticipate
payment of interest due February 1,
IS06, on government
bonds. The
amount anticipated will amount to
about $1,700,000.
TWO

NtW YEAR'S
WERE

PARTIES

BRILLIANT

AFFAIRS

j

all-da- y

j

1
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e

ull-da- y

t'-i-e

the

1

1

SECURE COPIES, OF THE CITIZEN'S
NEW YEAR'S EDITION
,

!

st

i

them-Folvti-

t

i

-

3ic

The Woman's club last evening entertained the husbands and other male
friends of members of the organization, with one of the most successful
social events of the season.
At le.at lot) guests, were present lu
the rooms of the club in the Commercial club building, and the banquet,
consisting of 0110 of the most delicious
End dainty menus the members of th
club have ever served, was a aucceea
in every sense of the word.
Tue quests present, In nearly every
instance, responded to toasts offered
by the toastmlstress for the occasion,
Mrs. K. L. Medler, and the evening
was pleasantly passed in a flow of
good uatured repartee and wit, the
guests not departing until a late hour.
Probably one of the merrist New
Year parties that was given in Albuquerque yesterday
was that of the
party that assembled In the afternoon at the home of Kred Newman,
from whence they proceeded on a skating and snowballing expedition that
lasted until almost dusk. Upon the
return of the merryimkf rs thev proof Al. Frost,
ceeded to the horn
where an elegant reyast wa In welting, to which the guests did araplo
Justice. Huricr the course of the
evening Miss Ida Bremen, the pianist, favored the assemblage with several piano selections.
Among the other guests present
were:
McDouaM,
Mesdumes Frost and
Hunt,
Bremen,
Chihlers.
Misses
SnauhUne. Elizabeth and PelHe Wil-leaud Messrs. Alger. Frost, Madden.
McDonald. Newman. Plok-ar- d.
Stt.uh and Stainm.
y.
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ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN

PAGE TWO.
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GRAIN PRICES NOT LIKELY TO BE LOWER AND
iLUun run i n c unnin
BE PLEN 1 I r U

BE L

L-- KJU

OfftalsJJ

Iipr of Bornalillo County

BY

ft4 City of Albuquerque.

DOUGLAS

M.

SHOULD
i

auo.

WYLIE,

President Baltimore Chamber of
merce.

Pnm AftanwM Dliatfclwt.
UrfM City ait Canty ClrtnIitlM.
T
Lr ml Ntv Mnk Clrtft1.
Itrnt Nrttir Arlmna Clrculltlra.
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ALBUQUERQUE,
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Covers more, looks best. wear. MorV
taxes for 191)3, $42.93; taxes for 14, this vast sum during 19'0!, but several
January 20 Murray and Mack.
Palatable and strengthening. Liver and Bowels. Guaranteen by all
P!i
u
longest, most economical, full
'T
years will be covered by the entire
$165.25; taxea for 1905. $2,069.70.
January 21 "Hooligan's Troubles." Sold by all druggists.
druggists. 35c.
Paint, (lias.
measure.
e:e
Door
W. C. Harnea. secretary cattle san- expenditure. In the line
build- - i
rfhiD
At- o
January
of
2!,
30
Samuels'
Geo.
.
itary board, on account cattle Indem- iinn cniiiigii contracts .ior mo new year, tractions.
get
Subscribe for The Citizen and hh
and
Citizen
The
ALBUQUERQUE
for
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Subscribe
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the, news.
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MEW COMPANIES

Piling Articles to Do Business in the Territory
of New Mexico.

t

ALBUQUERQUE: REAL ESTATE: EXCHANGE

BEGIN THE YEAR
By

EVENING CITIZEN

PAGE THREE.
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Contractors will begin tomorrow to grade and improve the
unsold lots in the EASTERN ADDITION HIGHLANDS

A LOCAL CHURCH INCORPORATED
The following articles of Incorporation navs been filed In the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Rsynolds:

The Paddock Mercantile Company.
The Incorporators, together with
their addresses and number of shares
tvcld by each are:
VV.
I Padlv.k,
Pendleton, San Juan county, 98
hares; Mllle D. Paddock, Pe lleton,
Kan Juan county, 1 share; D. F. Dale,
Pendleton, San Juan county. 1 share.
The capital stock of the company Is
15,(XiO, divided Into 150 snares of a
pur value of 1 100 each. There Is only
one clas of stock. The company
starts business with $10,000. The
time of existence of the company
fixed at 60 years. The principal office in this territory is at Penuleton,
and the principal agent Is W., I Paddock. The objects of the company
are to conduct a general merchandise
business, deal In real estate and secure water rigtits and ditches for domestic and irrigation purposes, said
business to be conducted in tic territory of New-- Mexico.
First Chrlatian Church of Albuquerque.
The incorporator. are V. A. WilH.
I.
Williams,
liams, Margaret
Fouts, Mrs. F. B. Clements, I,. N.
Nichols. J. W. Van Cleave, Mrs. Net
tie L. Ten Eyck, Hattle M. Craw'oTd.
Ernest E. CrawfoM, Mrs. Elsie J.
Webster. O. W. Webster. Principal
office of the corporation is in Albu
querque. The time of existence of the
corporation Is fixed at 49 years. The
objects of said corporation are to establish and maintain a church.
The American Bohemian Association.
together with
The incorporators,
their addresses and the number of
shares subscribed by each are: Max
Klrchman, Socorro, Socorro county,
499,996 shares; John Green waH, Socorro, Socorro county, 1 share;' Wll- liam O. Haramel, Socorro, bocorro
'county, 1 share; Joseph E. Smith. Socorro, Socorro county., 1 share; Robert E. Pitte, No. 188 West Twentieth
street, Chicago, 111., 1 share. The
capital stock Is fixed at $1,000,000,
divided into 1,000,000 shares of a par
value of $1 per share. The company
begins business with $500,000. The
term of existence of the company i
fixed at BO years. The principal office in this territory Is located in Socorro county, and the principal agent
is Max Klrchman. The objects of the
company are to construct and maintain reservoirs and ditches, canals
and pipe lines for mining. Irrigation
domestic and public purines. Said
company's property to start on the
east side of the Rio Grande between
the towns of Acacia and San Antonio and Including lands In the Socorro grant; to supply water to Socorro and residents of other towns;
to secure by purchase or onmlem nation all necessary right of way, land,
gravel and other materials; to cohv
Dize and Improve lands embraced n
city of Socorro grant.
The Alexander-GortoCompany.
The Incorporators,
together with
their addresses and the amount subscribed by each are: William E.
Alexander,
Raton, Colfax
county,
$2,000; Emeline A. Alexander, Raton,
Colfax county, $1,000; Frank H. Gorton, Raton, Colfax county," 1,000. The
term of existence of the corporation
Is fixed at 50 years.
The principal
ofilce of the company in this territory
Is at Raton, Colfax county. The principal agents are William Alexander
and Frank Gorton. The object of the
company Is to buy, self, exchange,
pack,
and manufacture goods,
wares and merchandise, be thy real,
personal or mixed.

ALL LOTS

WITHDRAWN FROM THE MARKET UNTIL FEBRUARY

1st

1

the Perea Addition advanced Q25 per lot

All lots in

Look out for a big Real (Estate

this year in

OFFICE:
105 S. 2nd Street

WINTER SPORTS

UH$ETY IMWlESTFJaiEMT CO.,

-

tablishraents of the Pittsburg district
wiu be increased from 7 to 10 per
cent. About one-haof the men will
have an Increase of 7 per cent, wfalle
the other half conies in for an increase of 10 per cent. Among the
concerns to increase the wages of
their men is the Pennsylvania railroad, which reduced the wages 7 per
cent about two ytars ago. The present increase of 7 per cent wjll bring
the wages back to the status of two
years ago. Among those who benefit
by the 10 per oent increase are the
iron and steel workers of this district, all the worklngmen in the Carnegie mills, the American Steel and
Wire company mills, those of the National Tube company, the American
Sheet Steel and Tin company, the
Jones & Laughlin company and the
Pressed Steel Car company.

ALBUQUERQUE

Pedro Baldunaro broke out of the
at Clayton, N. M
Friday night and made good his escape, according to advices received at
the sheriff's oifice at Trinidad Saturday, from the Union county sheriff,
says the Trinidad Chronicle.
Baldanaro was first arrested at
d
by Deputy Sheriff Wm. Thatcher
and was kept in the county Jail here
hours and as nothing
Jor twenty-fou- r
was heard from the Union county
sheriff in that time he was released.
The sheriff's office" here had notified
the sheriff of Union county of the arrest by wire just as soon as Baldanaro was lodged In Jail, but for some
reason or other not yet explained,
the Union county sheriff never answered the message.
After Baldanaro had been released
he evidently thought that the New
Mexico authorities did not want him
uhy more aud he made no attempt to
hide his Identity. A week ago yesterday John Brophy, a member of the
South Albuquerque and caigtu "The New Mexico mounted polic'e, came
Bear." one of The Citizen's carriers,; here in search of Baldanaro and disappealing to "Dutch," a not a Jr nrlgbt covered him working in the mine at
his1 Tabasco. He took his man to Clayton,
boy who never misses delive-in- g
papers U subscribers, to come out and be declaring his willingness to go
have some fun. "Dutch" hesitates, without requisition papers.
Baldanaro is v anted for the murbut finally gives in, and for a few
hours this morning they and other der of another Mexican at Folsom,
Kids had a flue time sleighing
and with whom it is said he had a fight
j
and beat the Mexican in such a frightful manner
with a pair of brass
kuueks or some other blunt instruJiMTHE EFFECTS OF
ment that lie died of his injuries a
JAMS AT SAN BARNADINO week later.
While Baldanaro was In the couuty
jail here he practically admitted to
IMAGINES HE HAS TWO WIVES he jailer that he had been the means
TALKING TO HIM AT ONE AND of causing the death of the Folsom
THE SAME TIME.
native.
Union couuty jail

MASTER CARL GILMAN'S
CHRISTMAS TREE PARTY

Ber-wln-

May Live 100 Years.
The chances for living a full century are excellent in the ra"se of Mrs.

Jennie Duncan of Haynesviile,

Me.

She writes: "Electric Bitters cured my of chronic dyyears' standing, and
spepsia of 2
inade me fed as well and strong as a
young girl."
Electric Bitters cure
Stomacti and Liver Diseases, Blxd
, M'
1 j,
l ' J
i H .... J StU4 .J ......
weakness. Sold on a guarantee at all
druggists. Price only 50c.
-
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-

1
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(Note Satterfield, the regular, high- salaried cartoonist of The F.tenlng
Citizen, who Is sp tiding a fev days
here In order to escape i e ! igors
of a severe winter back It? the east,
is disgusted
with this unusually
balmy Italian winter climati, and this
morui!,, presented the above cartoon
for publication. He was dnwn in
OSTEOPATH AND ATTORNEY

W00UER

Many Las Vegas hearts are sad today as a result of the spread of the
uews that Judge H. S. Wooster is
dead, says the Optic. Judge Wooster
had not been In good health for nearly a year and for the past month he
had been confined to hts bed.
The
last Illness was caused by a fail ami
exposure, the effects of which his age
and row state of vitality prevented
him from overcoming.
Few men among the old timers or
the new comers have been more highly esteemed, more generally respei,'-e- d
and more universally beloved than
the high minded, dignified, cultured
and kindly old gentleman who passed
away at the Wooster home at 330
o'clock Saturday morning.
The tale Of Judge Wooster's life
m an interesting one and bis death,
though at the ripe old age of eighty-fiv- e
, "8 and eight months, leaves
a place that will not easily be filled.

now 70 years old.

,

LOWE

IN

TROUBLE

J. A. Lowe, who, a few years ago.
practiced osteopathy in this city, and

after some trouble with the medical
association went south to El Paso, is
Since
in trouble in the latter city.
leaving this city, Lowe developed into a disciple of Blackstone, and is
uow under indictment, charged with
conspiracy to swindle. The following
f xtracts are taken from an article on
the arrest, from the El Paso Times:
The Indictments were based upon
evldi nee given before the grand Jury
by a large number of Mexicans In this
city, to whom. It seems, Ixwe, under
the representation that he was the
attorney and agent for a mau who
ciaims title to all of the part of the
city lying south of Overland street
and west of Stanton street, by virtue
of an old Spanish land grant, has been
contracting for the sale of some of the
most valuable pra,rty In that part of
tiie city.
It is charged that Ixwe, who speaks
Spanish fluently, has for the past few
weeks been doing a veritable land office business with the Mexicans of
this city, it is said that he has given
contracts or deeds and collected vari-oi- f
sums of money thereon, ranging
from $5 to $100, to some of the largest pieces of property in the southern portion of the city, in one instance contracting to ell an . entire
block for a small consideration.

'

snow-ballin-

It was an open question w hen James
Artega was brought to the county
hospital this morning, whether he had
the delirium tremens or was crazy,
savs the San Bernardino Sun.
He was brought in from Hesperia,
where be owns and manages a small
winery. It's a shame to publish it,
but it seems certain that he was overs
through a free
taken by the
uso of his own wine.
Artega is entertaining a surprisingly awful delusion. He has been mar-rie- d
twice and through all the day he
hears his two wives talking to him,
both claiming his attention
at the
same time, one commanding one ear
and one the other. (Picture anything
worr .). Ho tries to induce them to
stop, but their tongues wag on. The
flesh under oue of his ears is torn.
He must have been makiug strenuous
offering to deaden the sound of one of
those raucous voices. Through the
hours of his torment he keeps calling out In Spanish. "Take them away,
take them away!"
jim-jam-

LARGE

FIELD GETS
GOOD WAGE RISE.,

Owners,

D. K. D. SELLERS

Agent

NOTICE

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

FOR PUBLICATION.

lf

MURDEkER BALDANARO ESCAPES

k

DEATH OF JUDGE

MBfaMqjgaerqjiuie

BIG PROFITS WILL BE MADE IN UNIMPROVED CITY LOTS

n

To The Evening Citizen:
Master Carl Gilman gave a very
enjoyable
tree party
Christmas
Christmas afternoon at his home, 508
South Third street. The Christmas
tree was an extra large and beautiful
one, k being lighted with thirty-si- x
miniature electric lights. A real dear
old Santa Claus had charge of the
tree and he remembered each of the
guests with a gift. The afternoon
was spent in playing games, after
which refersbments were served.
Although Carl is only eighteen
iuumiub uiu evrij one eiuiiiiea .lie was
an extra fine host. Those present
were: Martha Dullard, Hazel Cox,
Constance Sellers, Bessie Cox, Mildred I Masters, Dorothy Cox, Augusta Beeson, Margaret Casskellen, Ade-li- a
Sherman, Harold Sellers, Gale
Schutt, Claudie Casskellen. William
Bullard, Archie Cox, Hary Davis. Harry. Bullard, Kenneth Gerdic, Edwin
Ford, Carl Oilman, Mr. and Mrs. E.
B. Harsch. Mrs. Cox, Mr. ami .urs.
Nash, Mrs. Ford, Mrs. Gerdic, Mr. and
Mrs. Gilman.

move-nve- nt

(In effect November

EaatbouncL
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
a. m., departs 8:30 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:69
P. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m., .departs
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
6:50. a. ni., departs 7:30 a. m.

art

eauMd by Indigestion.
If you sat a
Westbound.
little too much, or If you art subject to
stuck of Indigestion, you hava no doubt No. 1,m.,California Express, arrives 7:30
departs 8:15 p. ni.
P.
had shortness of breath, rapid heart boats,
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
heartburn or palpitation of the heart
11:10
Indigestion causes the stomach te No. 7,a. in., departs 11:20 a. ui.
Mexico & California Express,
expand
swell and puff up against the
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:59.
heart This crowds the heart and interNo.
9,
Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m.
fere with it action, and in the course el
Southbound.
time the heart become diseased,
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
p. tn.
Local freight train. No. 99, southbound, departs at 6 a. m., and car-

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure"

ries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50 que, N.
a. m.
No. 10 makes all locai stops

M.

Any person who desires

to protest;
east of against the allowance of said proof, or
who
knows of any substantial reason
Albuquerque.
against the laws and regulations of
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.

what you eat take the strain o9
of the heart and contribute
nourishment
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cure Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucoue
membrane lining the Stomach and Digestive Tract Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
of the Stomach.
dig-e- st

No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
the Interior Department w'ny such
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and proof should not be allowed will be

given an opportunity at tho
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
After Mitnf, my feed wouM dlirreis me br ntMnf
and to offer evIrteneA In ro.K,,tti
r hesrt palpitate end I would become very mm.
New Tailor Shop.
What, submitted by claimant.
PinaJlr I f ot e bottle of KMjol end It rave me Imnr
relief.
A.
Morelll.
After
J.
tlaie
the weli known tailor
nslnc a lew bottles I am cured.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
MRS. LORINQ NICHOLS. Pens Yen, M. T. has reopened a tailor shop on North
Register.
street,
First
where he Is ready to
o
I had stomach trouble end wet Ins bad Mate as I
press
clean,
and repair ladles' and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tad heart trouble with It I look Kodol Oyepepala
Owe lor about lour aaootbi and II cured me.
gents' clothing. Suit made to order.
D. KAUBLS, Movade,
Patronage of former customer goliett
(Small Holding Claim No. 655.)
ed.
Department of the Interior. lTnlte1
Digests
States Land Office. Rnnta ' Fe, N.
San Francisco.
trains dally.
T. E. PURDY, Ageat.

above-mentione-

All

cross-ea-aml-

a

What You Eat

Collw bou Mica tVt
ea mwh m Ui
im
)

iJr1lrMMwliij.

relarr

(

M..0Uun,

a--

For nale bv all druggists.
ASK FOR THE 1906 KODOL AL
MANAC
DAR.

AND

NOTICE

New Discovery

FOR PUBLICATION.

(Small Holding Claim io. 6fil.)
Department of the Interior, United
Htai..-- Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
:

Llm.-u..u-

r.

i.

rea-Mi-

uiuler the laws and regulations
of the Intel iorJVpartmcnt why such
proof blimilil nut be allowed will be
given tin opportunity at the
J time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted bv claimant.
MANTEI. H. OTERO. Register.
above-n.cii'io-

m

cross-exami-

ne

:

ills;
the

..

r

I

;

-
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Notice Is herebv rlvnn that ti
lowlngnamed claimant has filed no-ti- c
AND CURE
the LUNGS
of bis Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
W,IH
Sections 1J and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (2tf Stats., 854), as
amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), aud that said proof will
be made before U. 8. Court Commls-- :
sioner at Albuquerque. N. M.. on tie
ui.ii ftvmu i
Pries
8th day of February,
1906,
Hm 1 OtJfiHS-' and
Vis:
50c a $1.00
Romulo Aragon y Baca, agent or Ter- Isolds-Fret Trial.
esa naca y Garcia do Aragon, for
Hlirpar. jmr)
.11
Holding rinlm N.v r,r.
:
P.,..
ai-LUNO TROUB- - J T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 30, T. 7 N.!
I THhOAT
I rt. 3 k.
I4XS. or ;i ruvri hack.
He n allies the rollowlrisu
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said
for
twenty years nevt precedingtract
the survey of the township, viz:
Kafael Gurule, of Peralla, N. M
Antonio Jose Aragon, of Valencia' N
A!.; Gregorio Aragon, of Valencia,
N
Francisco Aragon y lSara, of
ulrncl'.i, N. M.
Any oerson Who rioalme i., . . .
airainst the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
against the h .,a and regulations of
Interior Department w'ny
proof should not be allowed will such
bi
(Riven an omvortunity at the above- mentioned time and place to cross-e- i
amine the witnesses of said claimant
to oner evidence n
or
that submitted by claimant rebuttal
MANUEL H OTKRO.
Register.
ON YOUR

Dr. King's

CALEN-

turn Law sou Has trained
Pittsburg, Pu.. Jan. 1. iJeginning
foes."
with today., the wage. of over 100,0u) t'HMJ?RR YOUR HOUSES FOR heavy K"ns on his
CPWS. SFH urn-SON- , "Yes, ami he's still working
worKlugmen tn the big industrial es-- '
THE PAINTER.
magazine guns."

M., Doc. 29, 1905.

KILLthf COUGH

S.0.IMVM

Dec. 2H, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given that tho following-named
claimant bus hied notice of bis intention to make final
proof in support of bis claim under
sectinns lti and 17 of the act of March
:t, 1MU
Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
47'M, an I that said proof will be made
ARIZONA MINFRS ORGANIZE
before the U. S. Court Commissioner
at Albquerqiip, N. M., on the 7th day
Willi the
of VV. (.'. Hals-to- of February, 19tit, viz: Pedro Oalie- father of tV,- California Miners' f;os y (lunzaleH, for the small holding
association." ami (if ni iii 'al u n
claim No. Mil in Sees. 3, 10 and 11,
borne, of the same state, an Arizona T. t .V. It. 2 E.
Miners' association has been organHe names the following witnesses
ized ,y tlit, election of the following to prove his actual continuous ail verse
officers:
possession of said tract for twenty
President C. M. Shannon, of Clifears next preceding the survey of
ton.
the township, viz:
Vice President
Epes Randolph, of
Jose Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N.
Tucson.
M. : Francisco Torres, of Tome,
M.;
Secretary C. II. Aker, of Phoenix Manuel (lallegos, of Tome, N. M.; BerTreasurer William H. Ilrophy, of nardo Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.
Iiisbee.
Any persuti who desiros to protest
At the Initial gathering 200 were ag'iinst the allowance of said proof,
Present, which was much in excess ur who knows of any substantial
n

of that expected.
Fvery county and ewry mining
district In the territory wm represented at the Phoenix meeting. An
executive commllt.e was appointed
consisting- - of a member from each of
'
counties.
Enthusiasm was
at the convention. The next
meeting will be held at Iiisbee on the
second Monday In April.

(Small IJoldlng Claim No. 1078.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
M., Dec. 2!. 1905.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
Sections 16 and 17 of tho act of March.
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854). as amended
by me act of February 21, 1&93, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proor will
be made before U. S. Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M on the
8th day of February,
1906, Vis:
Trinidad Jaramlllo y Maxwell, for the
Small Holding Claim No. 107S, in
Sees. 9 and 10, T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
He names Ui following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession rjf said tract for
twenty years next preceding tho survey of the township, vix:
Leopoldo Jaramlllo, of Tome, N. M.;
Pedro Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Jos
Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N. M.;
Manuel Snlazar y Otero, of Albuquer-

12, 190S.)
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Perfection Attained.
Perfection can only be attained in the
Physical by allow ig Nature to appropriate and not dlssinate hr
..
sources Cathartic n'M"..
rri.u "oaMHr
fliKslnnTe.

ului..

ruirit,.

.

simply exoel all putrid matter
"u line, thus allowing t,H liver to assume normal activity, (j,xH for th
c.mpU-xion-.
W. H. How. Houston.
"Fop yftar8 1 b
To!;' I?5"
Mxe--f
';ltt o barly Riswr lills In my faroilv
No better pill cau b4 used for consU
Pation." Sold by ail druggists.
Hlt-er-
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We Be Brethren

The following from the New Mexican Is kindly. Internal, arid true to the letter. The Citizen most heartily
endorses the statements and especially approves the sen"Heboid, how good
timent which the article breathe.
time,
"for brethren
old
one
Is,"
of
said
and pleasant It
to dwell together In unity." The press of New Mexico,
and especially the dailies, because of their larger fields
and greater facilities, are or should be laboring for the
best Interests of New Mexico; and while wo may not
always agree as (o what It the best, or as to the means
by Which desired conditions can be secured, we cau at
lea credit each with the sincerity and honesty which
The Citizen truly wishes suce claim for ourselves.
cess to Its contemporaries and hopes from Its heart that
1906 shall witness a kindness of Intercom se and a unanimity Of effort for the upbuilding of themselves, their
towns and the territory, which unfortunately has not
The
alwayB been exhibited by the New .Mexico press.
New Mexican says:
"The three dally evening papers In central New
Mexico, namely, the Optic, published at Las Vegas, the
CHJzeri, published at Albuquerque, and the rvew Mexican,
published in Santa Fe, have arranged for an increase
This will commence Imof Assocated Press service.
mediately, and should occasion require will again be Increased.
The added expense In the publication of these
papers will amount to a handsome sum per year. Their
managers, however. In order to keep up with the times
and to give their readers the best and latest Associated
Press news, have concluded to bear the expense. They
believe In Improvement and In Improving and desire to
be foremost in the van of progress and advancement of
the people of this territory, which are steadily and irresistibly going on.
"These papers compare more than favorably with
daily papers In cities east containing- double or more
the population of Santa Fe, of Las Vegas, and of Albuquerque.
They are always alert and doing for the good
of the people. At times they may differ on questions of
public policy, and naturally each paper stands by its own
town and the section it Is published in. upon the very
strong principle, "strong at home first.' The New Mexican hopes that the Increased expense will be repaid by
advertisers and readers of the three publications.
"It must say that In this respect, the Citizen at Albuquerque and the Optic at Las Vegas, stand a much
better chance than the New Mexican, as thy have more
populous Immediate communities and greater business
centers to draw from. However, the New Mexican will
not be behind them and will spate no expense and no
work to give its readers the news of the day lu as attractive a form and In as pleasing a manner, as any
paper In the territory can or will be able to do. It is
not envious of Its contemporaries because of the better
It has
chances for profitable business they enjoy.
stood by this old burg fqr 43 years and hopes and trusts
that It will be able lo do so for many, many yean to
eome."
'
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This Year's Prospects
Henry Clews, the New York banker and broker.
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Wheeler Wilcox.
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Ove rcoat now, of If yon expect to nggd one
or the season after, here is your opportunity

season,
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As targets for the arrows shot by envious failure's hand
I'm sorry for the generous hearts who freely shared their
wine.
But drink alone the gall of tears in fortune's drear de-

cline.

I'm sorry for

the souls who build their own fame's
funeral pyre,
Derided by the scornful throng like Ice deriding fire.
I'm sorry for the conquering ones, who know not sin's
defeat.
Hut daily tread llerce desire 'nenth scorched and bleeding feet.
I'm sorry for the anguished hearts that break with pas-
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OFF ON ALL HEAVY OVERCOATS
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FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
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COURf

Kveti a melody

Jesus Romero, probate court Judge,
presided at a session of court held to
day.
In the matter of the estate of L. S.
Trlmblet deacesed. the executor was
discharged.
In the niaUer of the estate of P. J.
Abel, deceased, exceptions were filed.
and Monday, January 8, the date
set for a. Hearing.
In the matter of the estate of Margarita Montoya de Armljo, the petition of F. Armljo y Otero, asking to
be appointed administrator of said estate, was presented and approved, the
administrator to furnish a bond 01
$1,000 and appraisers to be appointed
on February 5, notice of same to be
published In a newspaper.
In the matter of the estate of Robert Hauschild, deceased, claim of D.
F. Gill for $161.r0 for services rendered deceased from November 8 to
May ti and goods destroyed, presented to court. Bill presented to administrator aud payment refused. The
court allowed the bill. of $161.50.
The petition of Policarplo Armijo,
asking to be appointed guardian of
Loberate.Iiubl, a minor, was approved,
said guardian lo servo without bornl.
The bond of Virginia Burgos de
Sanchez and Severo Sanchez, administrators of the estate of Carlos F.
Sanchez, deceased, was approved.
The matter of guardianship of Maria Moya. a minor, plea in abatement
presented. Taken under advisement.
The petition of Maxemiano AiKidaca
for a certificate of adoption or Merced
Padilla. a minor, granted.
The claim of J. Badaracco vs. the
estate of Panblita C. ,de Badaracco, deceased. was presented, and Carolina
Kerr de Cerabajal cited to appear before the court at 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.
The Sill of George B. SomerB. deceased, presented, and Monday, ' February B, the date set for a hearine.
The matter of the estate of Walker
Allen, deceased., received attention
and the following claims allowed: Or
tiz & company: .1. C. Baldrldee: J. .F.
Palmer; C. H. Thomas, and the Whitney oonirmy. Court then adjourned
until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
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If yon

The commissioner ordered the refunding bonds for $70,400 destroyed
by burning, which were returned by
company because
.
N. W. Harris
they bore the signature of Frank A.
This
Htihhetl as county treasurer.
company requested that the same be
replaced by bonds bearing the signature of Justo R. Armljo. the present
incumbent.
The bond of Justo K. Armljo, treas
urer and
tax collector of Rer- nallllo county, executed by the nlted
Stales Fidelity and Guaranty company
of Baltimore, In the sum of $47,000,
was received and approved by the
board.
This practically embraces all the
business transacted.

There is much that makes me sorry as I journey down
life's way,
And I seem to see more pathos in poor human lives each
day.
I'm sorry for the strong, brave men who shield the weak
from harm,
Hut who, In their troubled hours, find no protecting arm.
I'm sorry for the victors, who have reached success

THEY GO AT ONCE IF PRICES
WILL FORCE THEM OUT

in said bond.
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That Mar Mam's Life

We've Got Too Many Overcoats for This Season of the Year and We Arc Going to Sell them

j

1

er

By Ella

his Weekly Financial Review for Jan. 2. asks, What are
(ho prospects for 190B?
The following is a part of his
answer to his own question
"That Is a question more difficult to answer than
usual.
The present upward wave has been in progress
since the panic of 1893. Judged by ordinary standards
of measurement, a reaction is already overdue, and
tide should l turned In the oiosite direction. Already
there ure symptoms of the boom having reached its
sen it h.
For Instance, a speculative fever Is rising in
real estate; money supplies are runulng low and firm
rates are ruling throughout the world, and we are also
in the midst of an epidemic of loose and fraudulent busi
ness methods which often accompanies the climax of a
prolonged upward movement.
Heal estate is generally
(ho last market to feel the stimulus of a boom, either
because It has become the safest form of investment
or because prosperity induces many to buy their own
homes, or because development of new Industrial enterMoney supplies have
prises stimulates hind values.
already been much exhausted by the too rapid turning
of capltul from floating into fixed form, and an era of
loose prnctices seems unavoidable at a time when ull
schemes prosper and are easi,y
sorts of
In these respects u
foisted upon an innocent public.
appears that we are near If not ut a period of reaction.
"While these are the facts which suggest
reaction and consequent prudence, there are elements in
the situation which do not yet support the theory that
contraction has begun. On the contrary, there are many
good reasons for anticipating u continuation of present
commercial and Industrial activity, ut least until the
next harvest."

regular session at the court house
this morulne.
appointed
was
Carmei Turrictta
vice Trln-- ,
constable for precinct
bind Anava. resigned.
The district attorney was author-Ized to prosecute all suits lie deemed
advisable to recover all money wrong-fully paid from county funds and to:
recover all property wrongfully with-hebi from the county.
B. W. lihon. In behalf of Frank
A. Hubbell. submitted lo the board a
band for Mr. Hubbell as treasurer and
tax collector of the county of
the sum of $o,000 executed by the
National Surety company of New
York. It was approved by the hoard
as to form and consistency with the
proviso that this action is not to be
considered as any recognition of F. A.
to Ihe office named
t
Hubbell's

of
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OVERC OAT SAL

BONDS
OF F. A. HUBBELL AND JUSTO
R, ARMIJO OTHER MATTERS.
Tho .n.i,it rnmnils!otiers met In

RECEIVED AND APPROVED

the youngest, yet most virile of the
great nations, the year 1905 stands out as the one of
most rapid progress and greatset success.
It has become so customary to establish new records In this
country of apparently unbounded resources and opportunities thnt statistics of unprecedented
achievements
Vet the past year has been so
occasion little comment.
exceptionally prosperous that tho attention of R busy
people should be called to some of the most noteworthy
accomplishments.
,
If over a million immigrants were absorbed in a
single year without glutting tho labor market. In Hny
other nation sociologists would (Kinder tho problem with
amazement, but such an unheard of occurrence in the
So sis to ret'nited States arouses little comment.
ports of foreign commerce and practically every measure
of Internal trade, to say nothing of agricultural produc
tion and transportation.
The mileage of the railways has steadily Increased
and the Issues of stocks and bonds are beyond precedent;
yet the market value of tho sixty most active securities
has risen far above all previous records, the earnings
are much greater than ever before, and frequent complaints have been heard because traffic facilities were in
Manufacturing plants have turned out quan
adequate.
tities of products much in excess of any earlier year
without causing accumulation; In fact, It was often the
case that goods could not be delivered as speeded, and
In the iron and steel Industry orderes will be carried
over Into 1906 equal to the entire annual production a
few years ago.
Prices of commodities, as shown by Dun's Index
Number, have risen to the highest position in twenty-tw- o
years, a striking evidence of Ihe consuming capaci."
of the people, for it is not possible to maintain the quo
tations of an unsurpassed reduction of the various necessaries of life unless there Is a commensurate broaden
ing of demand.
Failures are fewer lu proportion lo the
number of firms In business and liabilities are at a pre
mium ratio to solvent payments through the clearing
houses, which have also reached a new high-watmark.
Faster than the growth of population has been the
increase ln'the amount of money in circulation, the average now standing at the heretofore uncqualed sum of
$31.70 per capita, and the stock of gold In the federal
treasury has eclipsed all previous records of this or any
other nation at over $765,000,000.
Nevertheless, commercial and other demands have so drawn npon the
available supply of funds that rates for loans rose so
high during December as to suggest the possibility of
This is another index that tells a
serious stringency.
story of national prosperity to the student of economics.
In

Z, 1906.

COMMISSIONERS
WERE IN SESSION

000CK000000CX000

Business Manager

President

COUNTY

Published In Dun's Review.

W. T. McCREIGHT

W. 8. STRICKLER
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Prosperity of Vfia
Year Just Uncled
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Established In

T.HE SQUARE MUSIC
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DEALERS.

206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
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IF YOU ARE "ON THE
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FENCE"
as to the smoke question dissatisfied
with the cigars you've been buying, or
with their price if their quality suited
you make just one move:
Invest
Just one nickel in WHITE LILY and
your mind will be made up In less
than five minutes that that is the
cigar for you and your "daily expense
account." You can buy the WHITE
LILY by the box of fifty for $2.00. A
few puffs will make you want more.

M

6th

INTERSATiOKAL
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Bioscope

RICHARDS

113'2 WEST

RAILROAD
AVENUE.
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LIFE MOTION PICTURES.
See the Albuquerque
fire department run, the great Spanish bull .fight,
the fire bug, great mine disaster, wonderful automobile trip, the Russian
revolution at Odessa, etc., Russia ami
Japanese war scenes. Fifty up to
date comic subjects.
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sions strain,
Hut I'm sorrier for the poor, starved souls that never
I
FUNERAL OF JEROME
Knew love's pain.
Prices 25c, 35c and DOc. Children,
Who hunger on through barren years, not tasting Joys
MARTIN TOMORROW 10c. Ladies free with each paid 50e
they crave.
ticket.
For sadder far is such a lot than weeping o'er a grave.
Special to The Citizen.
l.as Cruces, N. M., Jan. 2. The
I'm sorry for the souls that come unweleomed into birth,
Special Engagement
funeral of Hon. Jerome Martin, the
I'm sorry for the unloved old who cumber up the earth.
register of the United States land
I'm sorry for the suffering poor in life's great maelstrom
bcre, will take place tomorrow
hurled;
morning, and the' remains will be
In truth I'm sorry for them all who make this aching buried in the cemetery near this
worl1'place.
. -
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essential, especially for cakes
iinJ pastry.
The "Empress"
brand is a flour that never yet
ljecn
surpassed In any par- has
fieulnr. Its flavor U fine and
delicate, it has fine body, and
fu" of tn0Be nutritious quail- S
de8irBble 'n
an,lly
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CHRISTMAS COOKING.

TUe finest flour ls

mTberger'
ll West Copper
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Level Caaaul

ELKS' THEATRE

The cost of a sea level Panama canal Is estimated
Almougli this
by the engineers at about $230,oiio,000.
amount seems much larger than the amount necessity
for the conisrtiction of the lock canal, it is claimed by Hut underneath what e'er seems sad, and is. not understood,
the advocates of the sea level plan to be in reality only
In comparison slightly higher.
It was point e do ut In I know there lies, hid irom our sight, a mighty germ of
good.
the recent meetings of the board mat a 'lock canal would
necessitate between $30,000,000 and $10,000,000 as pay- And this belief stands firm by me, my sermon, motto,
text
ment for the private grounds and the lauds belonging
lo the republic of Panama, which would be inundated The sorriest things in this life will seem grandest In
This Item in
the next.
by the construction of the lock system.
(Copyrighted by V. it. Hearst.)
the view of the majority of the Ijourd is entirely done
The
away with by the adoption of the sea level canal.
plans for constructing a lock canal at thirty feet altitude
were never discussed, and from the beginning the board
was divided into two groups of eight and tlve members,
one In favor of the sea level plan and the other In favor
A compromise plan was never brought
of a lock canal.
$
up at any time.
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Sketch of Deceased.
Thursday Eve, A
4 0
Martin
lttftt Untilutnlum
28, 18til, near Fort Filmore, Dona Ana JANUARY
county. He was a son of Captain
a u i.l b
n nlnnoup
tnhn Mni-ttTHE
and who served honorably In the First
California volunteer infantry during
8
the Civil war.
Cant a in Martin, after the war.
started a ranch on the Jornado del
Muerto, and was the first man to find
Water on th.ir evtensivi iilnln
The
OF CANADA
iKiy was ralsej on the ranch,
and
private schools
afterwards attended
In M- siila,
Cruces and Santa Fe.
Assisted by the famous
He became a fanner and stock raiser
CLAN JOHNSTONE TROUPE
anil was engaged in mat business until March, 1Ho4, when
he was apof Pipers and Haneers.
pointed register of the United States
O0O0XKCK0O00O0O0XX0O0XXOO
The musical event of the season.
land office at I.as Cruces, by President
Roosevelt, and moved from his ranch
For years Cha. T. Yerkes had been a mighty world In Siena county,
Prices ,"i0e, 75c and $1. Seats on
to take up his resipower in finance; today he lies alone, as poor as the dence ai the county
seat of Dona Ana sale at Matson's Wednesday, .laioh
ary !1, at H o'clock.
poorest.
For years, (Hiwerful bankers turned over their county.
gold at tiis summons, legislative bodies submitted to his
POUND SALE.
Associated Charities Meeting.
will, and vast enterprises moved with the wave of his
Meeting
of Associated Charities
Hut today he lies as helpless as a stone, with
hand.
Kay mare, mark
on
front left 2
afternoon in Commerchd
wialth, ambition, jsiwer stripped from him, with few lu Thursday
club parlors, at 3 o'clock. Kverytiody shoulder.
all the wide world to do him reverence.
One iiore, four w hite feet andbrand-eurgently requested 'o be present. Fif)I" wliat
avail to him, or anyone. Is the wealth, am5.
teen members to serve on the board of
bition, power which fail to embrace the love of wife, directors will be elected. After that
X
One horse, branded
ou rinht T
the honor or children, the faith of friends?
shoulder.
What is it the work will practically be
One horse branded S on left hind
worth to a man to own millions aud command legisla- and the organization be ready for
0
tures and courts and control the destinies of thousands charity work. The Woman's club I.as
of restaui-un- t
One lior.se, star face and four white
while he lives, if he has not created lu auy heart enough taken up the departmenthome,
reading feet.
love to close his vacaul eyes with tender touch and to room, work and foster
etc., and will bo ready for work
The.se
il be sold at auction at the
is
embalm his memory with the salt of tears?
What
soon. We need an enthusiastic nixi-iiif- j city hall Thursday morning at l'i
the good of a great, marble mausoleum, If there are
to start the work in the right
o'clock.
lo record thereon?
THOMAS McMILl.EN.
Yerkes has been a conspisuous type of the men who
City Marshal.
Keep
mind the date of the I'lks'
get rich no uuiMcr how.
To him, as to many others, II minstrelsin and
when the time comes
One Minute Cough Cure contains not
an end was to his interest auy means were Justifiable. go
hear F. H. Lester sing that lunch- au atom of any harmful drug, and it
It Is said, he bad a lawyer at his elbow every minute to
to Pick Cherries has been curing Cougs, Colds, Croup
ing ballad, "I
tell liim just bow far ho could go and yet evade the laws, Out of Papa's Cocktails."
and Whooping Cough so long that it
In Chicago he was the renter of a constant cyclone of
has proven Hself to be a tried and
Sheep.
and
Cattle
charges of corruption.
true friend to the many who use It.
2.
City,
Cattle
Jan.
Kansas
lie.
upon him as ho died, with his long-e- s
Hold by all druggists.
12,000, Including SOO southerns;
o
tranged wife holding aloof, and as he lies today, with celpts
market steady to 10c higher. Native
Soothing and Comforting.
friends forgetting him to discuss his property, and with steers, $11.75 Si tt.ti; southern steers,
The soot hint? and comforting effects
the public prints of the world retailing only shady rem $2.5uft'4.5u; southern cows, $2
of DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, when
lniscencea of him!
Does t seem that his "success" has
native rows and heifers, yd.iiip applied to Plies, cuts, IoIIb, etc., subbeen worth while?
huci, tt jfu a nt example for any. 5.00; Blockers and feeders, $2. 5otf
dues pain almost Insuuitly. This Salve 0
bulls, $2.504.00; calves, $3.004i ti.7a; draws out the Inflammation, reduces
one to follow?
western steers. $1.2S5.0O; western swelling and acts as a rubefacient,
cows, $2. 10&4.60.
thus circulating the blood through the
Avoiding the Storm.
Sheep Receipts, 5,000; unit tons, diseased parts, permitting or aiding
.Mrs. lloylc
Does y0r husband ever swear?
$4.5O6.00; lambs, $6.00j7.00; range Nature u permanently ronve the
Mrs. Boyle I have never heard him, but I always go wethers, $.".50tff
fed ewes $15 trouble entirely. Sold by all drugout of the room when he iB shaving himself. Judge.
5.40.
'
gists.
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On behalf of a large mini her of taxpayers, Attorney
John F. Cox has tiled a etition in the courts, asking for
he appointment of viewers under the act of May 8, 187ti,
for the purpose of acquiring, for the couuty, the Ninth,

Seventh and Sixth street bridges between Pittsburg and
Allegheny, Penn.
The viewers are to Inquire and report whether these bridges are necessary for the accommodation of public travel, whether the payment of toll
thereon is an "unjust burden" upon the traveling public,
and assess the amount of damages If any, sustained by
the corporations owning the bridges, by reason of taking
the same as county bridges, free to the public.
In the adjacent column The Citizen Is able

through

the courtesy of K. D. Ewers, local manager for H. (1.
Dun & Coiuany to present its readers with a summary

of the astonishing prosperity enjoyed by this country lu
Tho summary Is taken from the
the year 1905.
proof" of the R. G. Dun & Co.'s Annual Review
The Citizen will present its readers with
of Trade.
other .interesting extracts from this remarkable thesaurus
of iufoiuallon, npon which has been expended great care,
much time and large sums of money.
"ad-van-
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LOW PRICES
EASY PAYMENTS

FURNITURE,

At Too Great Price

of the
The I'niteil States supplied more than one-haA statepetroleum produced in the world In ltiol.
ment of the world's production of petroleum, prepared
by the British Hoard of Tra I.j, which has Just reached
the Bureau of Statistics of Hie Department of Commerce and
puis the petroleum production of the
world in 1!m4 at 9,303,uo0,ooo gallons, of which
gallons were produced In the United Suites,
,non gallons In Russia, 202,6110,000
gallons in
3.fi5o,(
Austria, 2ot;,roi,oMi gallons in Java and Sumatra,
000.000 gallons in Kouuiauia, lOa.oOu.Ooo gallons In British
India I principally Ilurma), 'J,Oou,oM) gallons in Japan,
in
20,000,000 gallons in Canada, and lK.Suu.oon gallon
Germany
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CROCKERY,

STOVES

RANGES

AND

Borraciaile & Co.
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HAVE

YOU

A

TELE-

PHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enable,
you to order groceries; call the physi
cian; perform social duties, etc. Rate
from five cents per day up. Let nt
tell you about it.
C

The Colorado Telephone Co.

s

Room 18 N. T. Armljo Building.

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesalt liquor and

Oar

c
c

Dealers

Exeli'slve Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moot
Cbandon White Seal Champagne, St. I,ouia A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schllti Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aid
Price 1,1st. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, ill gouta First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlca

;

K

Auto phone,
Black

316.

Bell phone, 116.

iswcrOy

Residence

Auto

phone, No.

runersi infractor ana

k.

Ill 1

momimer

or Whits Hearia, $5.00
Commercial Cloa BuUdiB.
CITT UNDERTAKER.
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ALHUQUKltOUK EVJSNiyp CITIZEN.
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NINE OUT OF EVERY TEN MEN AND WOMEN DO MOST OF

; IN ALBUQUERQUE

THEIR READING IN THE EVENING.

That
NEW
Railroads Are Responsible JOSEPH SCHMITT
TERRIBLY BURNED
For Pending Famine.

Man Who Knows Says

DEARTH EXISTS THR01H0UT LAND

"There are a number of reasons why
buq ii rque. is in the throes of a coal
tanilne," said a. man this morning mho
iH in a position to know.
"In the first
place people must learn to store up
coal in the summer for winter use.
Of course, this is unprecedented cold
weather for thiB country, and It may
never occur again, but It Is always
wise to le on the safe side. The
coal men know this and they advocate
it, but few people do it. Some have
no place to store coal, and others are
too poor to tie anv monev til) In coal
for several mouths.
'Down at the Cerrlllos yards they
had fifty tons stored up for Just such
an emergency as the one whlcn
come, to pass, if it hadn't been for
these fifty tons the town would have
been out of coal a month ago.
But the real reason for the present scarcity of coal, which exists elsewhere a well as here, was a great
dearth of coal cars on western railroads several months ago. The whole
fault Is with tho railroads not just
The
now, but several months ago.
at presrailroads have plenty
ent, but the mtfs have no coal. The
mines quit mining when there were
no cars to market the coal, and consequently, they got behind. Now, they
can't get out enough coal to fill the
cars placed at their command, and the
few cars that are placed In transit
are not delivered very promptly.
"And then the railroads are not
backward alout taking what coal
they need for their own consumption.
This is one of the main reasons why
will
we have no coal. A railroad
place an order at a mine for a number of cars of coal, and it will haul
no coal from that mine until it gets
its own. It Is no use for the mines
to bill out any for commercia use,
as the railroads will confiscate It r
they need it."
A

I

at Brewery

OUR GREAT.

MMMMm
MRS. HIDING'S

MEXICO
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DEATH EXPECTED

BAD WEATHER

: Snow Storm Which Prevailed Esteemed Lady Dangerously
III With Typhoid Fever at
pioded Covering Schmitt j Here Yestesday Reported
i
With Fiery Fluid.
to be General.
lltr Home in Belen.

Mash Kettle

NARROWLY

ESCAPED

Ex--

CREMATION

REPORTS

FROM

MANY

POINTS

HUSBAND'S

FUNERAL

WAS

IS IN FULL SWING

TODAY

Joseph Schmitt, 'of 113 Marble aveThe
Mrs. Carlos lluning, of Helen, wife
storm of yeslc day was
nue, narrowly escaped being burned general kiiow
throughout
Hunlng. whose
New Mexico. i:f the late Carlos
to deatD early this morning at the From Santa Ke conies the report of death was chronicled in The Evening
plant of the Southwestern Brewery & several Inches of snow.
At Estau-- ! Citizen yesterday, is dangerously III
i.ee company In this city.
cla and Torrance ihe snow fell to a with typhoid fever at her
Tnis
At alsjut 6:30 o'clock Schmitt was depth of four inches. Trains were malady, which was diiectlyhome.
responsiworking on the first floor of the build niocKcd at lorrance for sixteen hours ble for tho death of Mr. Hunlng,
will.
ing, when the mash kettle on tno third on the El Paso & Southwestern. Tue It Is feared, claim tiie esteemed wife
blowing
exploded,
its
bottom
tlor,
weather In that section was so cold oi' deceased, it. is reported from Be-Iout and allowing the boiling not sub- that the water froze in the water
that the chances of Mrs. Hunlng'
stance to tall down upon Senium who tanks In coaches, despite the fires. restoration
to health are very slim.
was standing uikiu a platform.
Snow plows hud to be pressed into
The funeral of Mr. lluning was conSchmitt was covered from head to service before the trains could pro- ducted from the
Helen
home this
foot by the fiery mash, and removed ceed.
afternoon at 3 o'clock, Kev. O. W.
pnv
suffering
terribly,
to his home
a
l.as Vegas lias been having extreme
Wenning of this city officiating. The
slclan was called and he made the j ly cold weather, the thermometer reg nature of the disease which caused the
as
unfortunate man as comfortable
istering yesterday in the neighbor- death of Mr. Hunlng and the precarcould le expected.
hood of 5 ami 8 above zero. At Helen ious condition of Mrs. Hunlng. did not
legs
Schmitt'a head, face, arms and
the snow fell to a depth of from six permit th large concourse of friends
were badly scorched. Tho skin of tho Inrhes to a foot, and in the mountains of the afflicted family attending the
face peeled off with the mash when hear there to a depth of three feet.services. T;ie beautiful profusion of
Reports from the Zunl and Da till flowers sent, however, attested the
it was removed, and the man's hair
came out as the physician's
hand mountains are to the effort that from high esteem in which
was rubbed over it. The mash ate two to six feet of snow cover tne was held and the greatthe deceased
and general
Its way through Schmltt's trousers mountain side. The sheep raisers in sympathy extended to the family in
from the knees down, and likewise those sections report heavy losses of Its keen sorrow.
wrists, the skin peeliug off readily at .sheep as a result of the cold.
The remains of Mr. Hunlng will be
Cattle Inspector Walter O'Brien brought to this city on the morning
painfully burned the hands and
Very
fortunately
for slates that bo fur there has been no train tomorrow and removed to the
the touch.
Schmitt was the fact that he was less of cattle but that there will be a undertaking
parlors of Strong &
bundled well about the waist, else he shrinkage Is positive, lie also states Sons, where they will remain pendwould have been burned to death, the that sheep men have suffered severe ing the termination of Mrs. Hnning's
physician believes, as generally burns losses, especially in the neighborhood illness. The body will then be ship
s
that cover
of the body and of Estaucia and Torrance.
ped to Denver to
cremated, the
Tho thermometer In this city reg ashes to be sent be
reof such a nature that Schmitt
later to the old
ceived, result fatally. The man will istered In tlie neighborhood of zero, country for Interment.
in all probability be disfigured for life and at six o'clock this morning the
is anticipated. mercury had dropped to one degree
but his recovery
Schmitt is married and has rive chil- above lero. Owing to the bright sun- NO MORE ROOM IN -dren. He carries an accident policy, shine here the cold was not very noALBUQUERQUE SCHOOLS
which will stand him In good need ticeable today.
Coal Is King.
Telegraphic reports received today
his confinement.
durinj;
by The Evening Citizen from points in BEGINNERS WERE
"But Albuquerque Is not the only
REFUSED
city left out In the cold without coal,"
the surrounding country give the con'
THIS
LIGHT
EMPLOYE
OF
MORNING,
tLECTRIC
continued he, who seemed to know.
dition of the weather as follows:
OWING TO INADEQUATE ROOM.
North of Albuquerque: Two inches
"31sbee is out of coal. It Is very
COMPANY FOUND UNCONSCIOUS
scarce l4 Tucson and coal is more
of light snow, drifting some at
This paper was informed yesterThree inches of snow, very
than king at El Paso. It Is czar down
YEARS
20
SCHAFFER,
CHARLES
wet, and cloudy weather today, at day afternoon, too late 'or publication,
there. I beard tljat. only three cars
that all beginners wo-tiIN HIS ROOM IN Santa Ke. One Inch" of snow at Kenbe refused
OLD, FOUND
of soft coal were unloaded in the Pas
CONDITION-D- UE nedy. Two Inches of snow at Madrid, admittance to the public schools of
AN UNCONSCIOUS
City during last week.
TO STROKE OF APOPLEXY. with zero weather. Snow four inches Albuquerque this morning, owing to
"Denver has its troubles, too. Coal
the congested condition of all departdeep, sky clear, at Bernalillo.
Is scarce In Denver, but. the people up
Charles Sehaffer, who has been emments and the utter Impossibility of
inches
Two
Albuquerque:
South
of
there are accustomed to using coke ployed
the electric light plant for of snow nnd clear ky at Belen. Light caring for any more.
for furnace coal. It makes less ashes several atmonths
unpast, was
Thl deplorable condition Was made
snow at El Paso, with thermometer
than coal, Is cheaper, and although conscious this morning alsjutfound
5:45 In
known by Pror. Clark lilmself, who
it is a little bulky, they find It very his room at the Blythe boardiug house, below zero this morning.
West of Albuquerque: Heavy snow had just returned from a' special meetsatisfactory furnace fuel."
at the corner of Eighth street and storm at Grants, with 18 inches of the ing of the board of educailon. This
The Supply on Hand.
road.
"beautiful white" und thermometer 22 morning a large number Of children
According to the man who seemed Mountain
Sehaffer, who Is about 20 years old, degrees below zero; heavy losses of applied for admission, but were turnto know, there Is little reason for any
supper and retired last sheep. Three Inches of snow on the ed away.
cold buildings in this city where fur- ate a hearty
night, In perfectly good spirits, and level at Gibson, and very com. About
Prof. Clark said It was a condition
naces are in use.
in the best possible health. three inches, of snow and exceedingly of affairs that the board hated
to
W. H. Hann, proprietor of the Cer- apparently
morning at "about a quarter of cold at Gallup.
make ku.iwn, but there was IV alrlllos coal yards, stated this morn- This
Sehaffer
landlady
called
six,
when
the
He
ternative.
every
that
inch
stated
ing that he had coke, and was Belling
for his breakfast, there, was no re- WOODMEN'S
of room was occupied by those alIt in many Instances in the place of sponse
ANNUAL BALL
to her nocks and calls. The
ready registered, and that there was
soft coal. "I tell you," said Mr. Hahn,
no money with which to. '.procure Addto his room was locHetlr,
"people In the east like hard coal front doorlandlady
A
WAS
SUCCESS
SOCIAL
Incoming fngnteu-editional teachers, even if the room was
tne
better than soft, It isn't so 'dirty, and forced
adequate.
an entrance into his room
and it burns fully as well, only it is through
another door. Sehaffer was HELD IN ELKS' BALL ROOM LAST
Such a condition is strange In Albua llttlo hard to start. To start a fire
in an unconscious
A LARGE
CROWD IN querque, and Indicates that the city
EVENING
with hard coal, the kindling wants found In his bedWylder
Is growing much faster than the pub-Ir- e
was hastily
to be burned up well before the coal condition. Dr.
ATTENDANCE.
schools are, a fact greatly to be
is put on; then it burns all right. We summoned, but could not arouse the
man, and after a careful
regretted. Inasmuch as It is the worst
have 100 tons of hard coal, and there unconscious
In social annals, th bail of Albu-jklnof a black eye for anv munlcl- is no need or anybody going without diagnosis of the case, pronounced his
condition due to a stmke of apoplexy, querque camp No. 1, Woodmen or the pality. and one which sjiould receive
coal.?
or in other words, a henurrbage of world, will be set down as one of the ; immediate attention
Prices of Fuel.
delightful social functions of the year
brain.
Soft coal,. per ton
$t!.00 the
Kvery effort was made to arouse of litiui, which, by the way, it
Hard coal, nut
HORNED BULL FIGHTER
8.00
but all the tsts known tojbrated, aud at the same time one
Coke, per ton
5.75
no avail, which It would bo difficult to compare
proved
medical
science
of
MAY RECOVER
Lumber mill wood, green, per
Up to the hour of going to press, w ith any similar event held during
load
2.25
so
year
was
In
passed,
successful
unconscious
an
still
just
the
Lumler mill wood, dry, per load. . 2.75 Sehaffer
was it from every point of view.
Francisco Palomar, the bull fighter
Native wood, sawed, per cord... 5.75 condition, and but little hopes of Ills
atrecovery
by
It was a gay crowd that partlclpat gored by tiie bull at Juarez Sunday,
are
the
entertained
Native wood, sawed and spit, per
tending physician.
ed. From the first note sounded by may recover.
Physicians announce
cord
0.25
Prof, dl Mauro and his band of mu- that the worst feature of bis wound
According to Mr. Hahn. tho bard
deliglited
throng
was
sicians, the
entered
the rupturing of a blood vessel.
coal costs no more than the soft, as COL. WOOD ELECTED
As announced In The Citizen yesinto the spirit of the dance, and so
It makes more fuel.
finprogram
was
terday, Palomas was about to thrust
AS PRESIDENT oontiiiucd until tho
Mr. Hahn stated that be had orders
ished. There was close to 100 couple the handerillas Into the animal when
ahead for ten tars of soft coal, and
the floor, and it was a pleasure for it charged him. In attempting to sidethat these cars were on the road and WILL INSTALL NEW MACHINERY on
spectator to gaze on the animated step the charge, he fell. The animal
the
were expected this afternoon, and that
AT THE MINES OF THE GOLD scene which presented Itself to view horned him
Just below the girdle.
the coal would be delivered as fast
BULLION MINING COMPANY.
when this mass of humanity moved
I'alomai Is from the City of Mexas the teams of the Cerrlllos yards.
Col. J. A. Wood, of the Gold Bullion to and fro o'er the glassy floor, to ico. He has the reputation of being
and an or Trimble
transfer teams
or waltz. The one of the cleverest matadors of the
Mining company, of Golden, New the music of a two-steemild do the work.
Mexico, who has been In the city the floor committee was everywhere, at bull ring, and was brought to Juarez
past few days transacting business for tending to the pleasure of its guests for this special occasion.
MIERA'S SHEEP WILL NOT
his company, will leave tomorrow and thus no one was permitted to
for Golden. Col. Wood has uave anything but a glorious and per ALBUQUERQUE FOR JOE
STARVE THIS WINTER morning
but lately returned from New i'ork petual good time. The committees in
city, where he went to attend the charge were as follows:
BARNETT, SAYS HE
Arrangements P. A. Lillie, D. K.
RANCHMAN AT THE
HEAD
OF meeting of the stockholders of the
Phillips and W. K. Albertson.
company.
Mining
The
Gold
Bullion
THE RIO PUERCO KEEPS 4,000
Reception C. A. Hall, E. W. Moore, PREFERS METROPOLIS TO PHOEcolonel has long been manager of the
TONS OF ALFALFA ON HAND.
company, and at the recent election P. A. Hook, Theo. Brodell, Joseph
NIX PLENTY OF COLD WEATH
of officers he was elected president of Brenning, P. A. Smith, P. A. Hopping,
ER IN THAT TOWN.
P. Scheck and L. P. Maler.
The heavy snowfall
greatly the company.
.s
alarming sheep raisers, in different
Floor D, B. Phillips, manager; P.
Col. Wood states that his company
Joe Barnett, who recently returned
parts of the territory, for fear their Is experiencing great difficulty of late A. Lillie and T. A. Insley.
from the coat and Phoenix, was glad
flocks will be, thereby, shut off from in securing miners and carrying on
to get back home. This was not be
food. This is not so In the case of the work at the mines, owing to the THIS WAS THE COLDEST
cause he did not have a jolly good
F. Epimena .Miera., a prominent ranch- continued adverse conditions of the
MORNING OF THE WINTER time, but rather because a good time
man at tliu head of the Rio Puerco, weather. The new machinery, which
becomes monotonols as a steady diet
and well known in this city, accord- has been ordered for the mines, is
and then there Is no place like home,
ing to Attorney W. C. Heacock, of Al- now on the way, part of it having alREGISTERED 4 sweet home. Mr. Barnett, In speak-In- s
buquerque, who say that Mr. Miera ready arrived. Altogether, the com- THERMOMETER
DECREES ABOVE ZERO AT WALof Phoenix, where he so success
has about 4.ooo tons of alfalfa on pany will spend about $150,000 on
DRUG
fully
STORE
TON'S
STILL
raced his horses at the terrl
new
machinery.
has
colonel
to
be
Tho
hand,
used in just such an
LOWER REPORT.
torial fair, says Albuquerque has it
emergency. Net one ton of this al- been very ill during his stay in Al
beat a mile in bis
anil he
falfa will Mr. Miera sell, it being for buquerque, being confined to his bed
Albuquerque,
of
who would not care to reside there. There
Resident
the exclusive use of his flocks in case part of the time, but is feeling some have kepi u systematic watch on the Is
In
Phoenix, accordcolder weather
the snow becomes so deep tint graz- what better today.
thermometer (his winter, agree that ing io Mr. Harnett, or at least was
ing is Impossible,
today, or rather this morning, the while he was there, than in this city.
KILTIES' BAND HERE
mercury reached the lowest mark Tho night a are "stingers" In Phoenix.
SNOW IS TWO FEET
At Walton's drug store at about Mr. Barnett claims, t requiring three
MPHT
IHIIDSnAV
lllUKJUtl
ftlUlll7 oYhx-- this morning, the thermom or four blankets to keep the horses
eter registered 4 degrees alove zero. warm and then
DEEP AT WILLARD
A
for huOf moiv thau ordinary interest is The lowest it has dropped before this manity.
It is a perpetual shiver outtho announcement of the coming of winter was 11 degrees above the zero
side.
EMPLOYES
OF
JOHN BECKER Ihe anions Kilties' band of Canada,
same location.
COMPANY GO TO BELEN TO AT who have so successfully touted Eu- mark at the
.lose l'ereu rcMirts that at 6 o'clock
A full attendance is requested at
TEND HUNING FUNERAL.
rope for the past tight mom lis. Tnis this morning his thermometer tallied
the rehearsal for tbn Elks' minstrels
con- 2
organization,
which
wonderful
degrees
above.
this evening at 8 o'clock. All those
Hon. C. A. Dalies and H. Emory sists of forty
bandsmen, four bagexpecting to participate will please
lavis, of tue John Becker company, pipers, seven soloists, four British
rry
want
ad
a
for
Citizen
results.
be on hand promptly.
were In the. city last evening between military buglers, bIx highland danctrains, while en route from Willard ers and one giant drum major, who is
to Belen. Mr. Dalle and Mr. Davis over seven feet In height, is re
were at work taking inventory of the inforced by a splendid vocal choir of
Willard branch store or the John sixteen voices. The Kilties will give
Becker company, wiien they rocjdved one concert at the opera house on
the news of the death of their friend, Thursday night. Tho band appears
Carlos Hunlng. They went to Belen In full kilted uniform, and Is splenIN
for the purpose of attending the Hun didly equipped, with every accessory
ing funeral, which took place this necessary to the conduct of a high'
afternoon.
class concert band. Of particular
Mr. Dalies, in speaking of the
to all will be Mr. Roderick
weather in the Estancia valley, said Bain MacKenzie, the drum major of
se
that several times within a fortnight the organization.
Mackenzie
Mr.
I'ne temperature had fallen as low as stands over seven feet In his stocking
Between Wil feet, and when wearing the feather
18 degrees below zero.
lard and Motintainair, snow lies from bonnet of the organization, be is over
level
the
on
deep
feet
three
two to
feet tall. He is as good natured
S'i
Mr. Dalies said that range slock were as he is big, and is a thorough mas-- i
ter or tne business.
iq-- ;
P nil
9.o. i I..
!.! vinlnliu rf A
Born To Mr. and Mrs. John Strum-l.ce- n
J. H. O'P.IELLY CO, Druggists
that at lea,st 1,000 sheep had already
Barnett Building
lost as a result of the weather I quist, 807 East Tijeras avenue, a
daughter.
vicinity.
in the eamt
of-ca- rs
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FOR THEIR LIBERAL

WE WISH THEM ALL A

PATRONAGE,

ggpSggROUS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
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We

Offer to supply you with anything In
our I Ins, at prices that are fair and
square, and we ars now making

0
119

Special Prices
On the Folio wing

$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
$8 China Tea Seta
40o China Salad Bowls

$9
W

2Bo

ALBUQUERQUE,

PROGRESSIVE DRUGGISTS
Proprietor

ALVABAOO

PHARMACY

First St. and Gold Are.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

i

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

B. H. BRIGGS & CO.,

.. ..7B

Decorated Havlland China, at 20
per cent discount.
25c
75o Glass Berry Sets
20c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$U
$329
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
65c
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
40e
50o 8team Eaa Poachers
$10.50
$12.50 Buggy Harness

d
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Both Phoae

Roderick Stover, Pree.

Bert Moe,

A. D. Coleman,

s.

THE

SecT.

Southwestern Electric and Construction

Co.

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
Electrical 8upplles.
Repair Work a Specialty.

j

THE CELEBRATED

Fixtures and Wiring. Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm
tems; Laboratory Testa and Experiments; Transmission and
tric Traction Lines; Electrlo Pumping Plants Installed.

O. F. 0.
WHISKEY
Bottled

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

p

Agent.

M. 'M.
Antomatlo Phone, 199.

Albuqu0rqu,

CLEANING

CARPET

Us

218 South Second SL
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.

465.

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENT8.
Service a la carte, Day and Night Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Paisenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

MELINI & EAKIN

STEAM

to

WHERE TO DINK WELL
Santa F'c Restaurant

DistlUers,
FRANKFORT, KT.

8ol

Troubles

OPEN EVENINGS
Telephone:
Automatic,

Bond.

In

Electrical

Phone Your

SysElec-

MISSION

Cr

THORNTON Th
J
He Is the
t'leans everything.
Moving,
packa
Furniture Man.
ing and shipping, unpacking and J
up,
upstart
no
setting
at
and is
I lie business.
There Is no oth- er just Thornton. That's all. 4
Both 'phones.

IN

FURNITURE

Latest Designs Just Received, from

SHOP OF THE CRAFTERS
Ladies' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Plate Racks, Book Racks, Hat
Hacks, Hall Trees, Library and" rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cabinets and Rockers.

j

The McBrian Furniture Co,

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

I

HOLIDAY BARGAINS

Toi'ct Sets, Manicure Goods, Shaving
Sets, Perfumes, Etc.

Lowney's

Gunther's

Whitman's

CANDIES ALWAYS

Superintendents
Jan--

Falrvlew
Cemeteries.

ud

MONUMENTS.
N. Second

201-21-

Machine Works

C

R. R. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brus Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Sbaftlsn.
Pulleys, Qrade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
Repair on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east aide of rsllroad track.
Albuquerque, N. at.

0

Albuquerque

UNDERTAKERS

S

Foundry and

0e000 FAIR

0
Cj-::-

.

lie

STAGE LINE

United

States

Sut.sT.b? for T
ge. ite rews.

ani

i

J

mall; 0

only line with a change of stock en
rou e; good rigs, horses and drivers;
Albuquerque every Monday
rig
Iay and Friday at S a. ru. For
WY'ii.
address W. U Trimble ft
Co.. a . ts, Albuquerque, N.. M., or J.
B. iil.u K, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.
par:i-a!ais-

f

c

St.. Both Phones.

SPRINGS

JEMEZ HOT

f

o

THE

NEW

YORK

ANTONIO

Gent's

S

ARMIJO & CO.

Furnishing

Goods Now Arriving
4

Special Sales Every Saturday.

om oeo oex

Auto Phone 601.
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Evening Citizen SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

EVENING

121 N.

Third Street

oooooooooo
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EVENTING CITIZEN.
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SIX.

WASHINGTON NEWS FOR
CITIZEN

SPORTING...

...BREVITIES

ESPECIALLY

MOST ANYTHING

How Christmas Indigcstiblcs Produced Pip? rcam.
Senators Getting Cautious About Opposing

coming world's clwmplon.

JANUARY

2, 1906.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

The Bank of Commerce

governor of Wisconsin,

former

A

Fred Heel, who Is wrestling in Chi
cago. Is said by those who have been
watcntng nts career closely, to be a

TUESDAY,

who devoted much of his time to fighting the railroads, has been admitted
to an old men's home. However, tho
publication of the news at this tlnre
may cause some folks to think it's a
railroad press Agent's yam.

Albuquerque New Mexico

Al Close of Business December 30th, 1905
"I expect to see Deacon Phillippe
pitch the game of his life next sea
(January 1st.
bein a Holiday)
Ade denies he Is engaged to
Georire
son," remarks Honns Wagner. Ach marrv an
of his plays.
one
in
actress
du Ueb r Gott, what a choker vas Her
Who Takes to the Wilderness.
People will le Inclined to believe
man nlretty yet.
George. He isn't a steel trust ofa
Arthur Irwin, who managed the ficial.
RISOURUS:
LIABILITILS:
Washington. U. C. Jan. 2.N( w it like as they were, and the leaders in Kansas City Blues In the American
Reporters Stuck, Too.
Roosevelt the senate finally have decided that Association, last season, will pilot
Ik claimed that Theodore
reporters are stuck as
txmn and ptneoyuta
911.710
20
Capital
in
Paid
Slock
t 1M.000 w
aims to be thf political Ivh of the a break with the administration must the Wilmington team in the Trlstate to what to do in writing up a coming
,
ileal1 Eii tat
21. WO 00
Rurplua and Pmflta ...
UrtS
League next season.
be prevented at all costs.
and
United States.
Simmons
and
Miss
Furniture
Fixtures...
wedding,
that of
S.000 00
Deposits
1.218.787 19
It was not so very long ago that
The Washington correspondent of a
reads
Due
Other
headline
from
Bank....
Mr. Stuck. If the
.. 392.656 TO
Another blow has been dfalt to base "Simmons-Stuck.New York paper ate a big dinner on predictions were made, even by reCaah on Hand
it is a reflection on
..
86.369 68
by the New York oliticians, who
changed
to
Christmas day. Then he came down publicans that the democrats stood ball
Is
If
it
and
have decided utKin the selection of Mr. Stuck,
$1,417,325 4
bad.
It
is
tl.4t7.3ZS 48 .
town to his office to work, but there an excellent chance of carrying the former
as
"
Captain Jimmy Wadsworth of
Christmas dullness, next house. The minority Jn the house
t.hn usual
Cherryvale (Kan.) Republican.
or
tne
Rtate
as
speaker
nine,
tne
ale
ann h couldn't find anything much already has had a fight along tne
The Water Wagon Parade.
t h.v Tilted hack in his chair, feet, lines of the fumed conflict between legislature.
0
Officers and Directors:
The water wagon will make its anon desk, he drifted away into dream- the Kilkenny cats, and the minority
Stdlemenl as to Deposits:
Ned
Since
been
chosen
llanlon
ha
In the senate Is threatened with a to pilot
land.
In 1906. nual parade as usual, starting
Reds
Cincinnati
the
Solomon
Luna. President
January. 1S00
$ 481.118 24
with the last stroke of 12 at the
There was nothing very alarming In break over the rate measure that in-is thw modesty of the Queen City scribes
W. S. Stkicklkr,
January. 1901
W. J. Johnson,
643,229 0
close of the year. The committee has
"this, and there probably would have to be framed, and which will be
caasing
pennant
claiming
in
not
is
the
Vic President and Cashier
The
January, 1902
709.28 20
Assistant Cashier
!een working hard for several weeivs
been no serious results had it not troduced after the holidays.
Cincincircuit.
comment
around
the
January, 1908
lawyers among the nati Is the onlv city that, has not to make the parade even better than
852.729 42
Georub Arnot
A. M. Rlacrwri.l
been for the turkey, fruit cake, and constitutional
January. 1904
have
l.OOO.fttC 09
It has been in years gone by, and no
Wm. McIntiwii
most likely mince pie. I am not cer- democrats are busy, and they opinpennant.
C. rUl,mrx!F.
J.
claimed
the
January, 1905
968.336 31
doubt success will attend its efforts.
tain about the pie, but Jesuits would not hesitated to express their
a
O. E. Cromwell
January, 19M
1,218,787 19
Columbia College has decided to It will be formed us follows:
aeem to justify its inclusion in the ions of the minority bill as it has been
outlined to them. Republican leaders practically wipe out all sport at that
Grand Marshal, Dryden Clearwuter,
menu.
Anyway, the correspondent's dreams will not permit nnythlng to happen In scat of learning. The 'imiergraduates riding on a how wagon.
Silver Lake quartet and tue Grand
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thank all our friends and customers who

ANOTHER BIG YEAR
FOR IRON AND STEEL

contrib-

uted to make our first annual

INVENTORY HOLIDAY

AND AS THE TWO METALS GO SO

m m

-

'

f

Cor. Coal & 2nd
Auto Phone 44

o

BUSINESS

THE

r Pm m ftli

Cc.UPh.Red 177
Westend viaduct

"WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE

chief of the claim department for the Santa Fe Railroad
company, arrived in the- - city today
from Los Angeles, and will transact
.official business for the company
during the next few days.
C. W. Ryus,

Rartlett, connected with the
right of way department of the Santa
Fe, arrived in the city last night fronT
Toneka. Kan., and will remain here
several days transacting company
business.
K. A.

-

I.

.1.

Custer, storekeeper

coitFt lines of the

Santa

for

Fe,

the

lgr last

1

On moving the local yards the
Santa Fe will necessarily neeI more
land than Is now In their possession
in the vicinity of' the Albuquerque
foundry, and will have to buy some
ground now occupied by buildings.
(Maims made for these buildings will
be passed upon by Mr. Ryus. either
now or at some fuiure lime, but as
the tlnip for moving the yards is ripe,
it Is more than likely that these
c laims
will le passed upon now. It
is obvious that In making these land
purchases for the company, Mr, Part
lett would be the man to do It, so it
Is quite safe to presume that Mr. Ilart- lett Is here for the purttose mentioned.

night for a short visit to fripnda and
relatives In Chicago and Kankakee,
'
III.
Mr. Custer expects to be gone WORK ON THE BEI.EN
about ten days, returning to Albuquerque at the end of that time.
CUT-OF- F
AT A STANDSTILL
Mrs. t. E. Purely, wife of the local
Santa Fe station agent, accompanied
by her little son, Joe, left this morning for her home at Oklahoma City,
Okla., after having visited with heri
Mr
fiiiQku.i.l ! l r, ir tha linlMuva
P,.r,ir nnrt. n ren.mro hu fnmHv in
this city next spring.

LONDON

h

d.

e

LIVESTOCK ON FOREST

Owing to the heavy fall of snow,
cut-of- f
work on the Helen
at Camp
No. 2 has Keen temporarily suspend
ed. About 100 men are employed at
this camp, which Is just outside the
ranee to Abo ciiuyon. and as the
snow at that point Is from two to four
irei ueep. u nas ueen icinnii impossi- GIFFORD PINCHOT, FORESTER OF
ble to make any headway with the
TURE, EXPLAINS
A message to The Evening Citizen
Raton srtates that a freight wreck oc- work, and the men have been laid off
the weather moderates and the
curred there yesterday on the New until
A Washington specinl dispatch to
Mexico side of the Raton hill, two! snow melts. Quite a number of the
rfi,n n employed there have arrived in the Denver Republican, dated Pec. 31
t), traX
f,io.i.t
Glfford Pitiehot, forester of the
l. ;this fity and report the fall of snow! says:
ih
necessitating the calling out. of the j there the past few days us being ex-- je department of agriculture, lias issued

wrecking crew. The flyer for the ceedingly heavy, and as having
blocked all work on that part
west was delayed several hours.
of the cut-of- f
for several days
to
being come.
There is much complaint
heard in reference to the length of
time the switching crews of the lo- ATTORNEY GENERAL
cal Santa Fe yards have kept the
RICHARD'S DECISION
Railroad avenue crossing blocked
while switching. There Is a cltv ordinance in effect that limits the time
to five minutes, but several times of ON A QUESTION ASKED HIM BY
PROF. HIRAM HADLEY.
late the ordinance has evidently been
overlooked.
In reply to this question from Prof.
Hadley, superintendent of .pubHiram
Elmer Hay. conductor on No. lrt. lic instruction for the territory
of
regiswas taken suddenly sick while
sow Mexico, Attorney General Geo.
tering in the dispatcher's office of the W. Prichard
has rendered a decision
Santa Fe at Newton, Kan., the other as stated below:
day.
The company physician was
hiring
"In the
of teachers f.by
called and he pronounced the trou- boards
school
of
directors,
what
ble heart failure. Restoratives were power, or
authority has the county
given and he was then placed in one superintendent,
either In the selection
of the Pullman sleepers and taken to
the teachers, or In eleierininlug the
his home In Kansas City. The train of
price or compensation paid?"
proceeded after a delay of twenty
In answer to this inquiry you are
minutes.
advised that under Sections 1334 nnd
1535 of tne Compiled Laws of 1897
The only train arriving in Albuquerque today on anywhere near and the laws amendatory thereof, the
board of school directors are given
schedule time was No. 10, from the the
power and authority In their resouth. Nos. 2 and 3 were two hours spective
districts, to. employ teachers,
and twenty minutes and two hours and fix their
compensation. That part
and ten minutes late, respectively. of Section l.r3"
referred to, which
The Simla Fe is making every effort bears upon the subject,
reads as folin its power to run its trains on time,
In view of the fact that the company lows:
"The directors of the several school
Is after the new mall contract that
Is soon to be let. but the weather and districts shall also employ, and pay
teachers, under the restriction
elements are aeainst It. The lateness school
imposed by this act. and shall have
of No. 3 is due to the heavy snow be- the general
control and management
tween here and Chicago, and, the
the schools of their respective dislateness of No. 2 Is due to the heavy! of
tricts,
to such supervision as
fall of snow
that occurred In New) shall besubject
herein conferred on the coun-iMexico and Arizona vesterday.
superliiTMideni.'
The county superintendent may InHARVfcY GETS EL PASO
vestigate the legality of all accounts
UNION DEPOT COtCtSSiON before approving sHine. and he may
reject a warrant of school directors'
when lie deems the same has been
MYSTERY SURROUNDS
THE AP- legally Issued,
but he has nothing to
POINTMENT OF DEPOT SUPER- cio won me
employment of teachers,
INTENDENT, ALTHOUGH HE IS nor with
fixing their compensation.
SELECTED.
Half the World Wonders
Gentral .Manager J. K. Hurley, of
the Santa Fe. while returning east how tfie other half lives. inosc- who
.
.
yesterday from El Paso, where lie at i,..
oe i....i.i
umiweus Arnica salve never
tended u meeting of the. El Paso Un- wonder if It will cure Cuts. Wounds,
ion Depot association, of which, he ls Hums. Sores and all Skin Eruptions-thepresident, mated thai ihe mos't imknow It will.
Mrs.
Shy,
portant thing accomplished at the ll:jo E. Reynolds street, Grant
Springfield,
meeting was the awarding of the eat- 111., says: "I regard it one of the abing house privileges of the new depot, solute necessities of housekeeping"
which, were secured by the Harvey Guaranteed by all druggists, 25c
system. The privileges granted the
Harvey people include the news stand,
check stand, dining room, lunch room
and cigar concessions. The only ad
dition exacted of
nmnl,,n.ln,a MgizsL. sTfefgrL
are ihat they have every department j
In operation when the new depot is
opened.
The name of the superintendent 'of
the new depot was not given out, although he has been chosen. The only
'atlsfactlon that could be got from
Mr. Hurley on this score was that tne
man was n niun not residing in El
Pa.Hj and not
conned ed with any of
the railroad.- entering the new depot.
ef-'th-
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Meat Market

-

EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building. North Third Street.

RANKIN

INITIAL STEPS TOWARD
LOCAL YARDS

PARTMENT OFFICIALS.

Of

1.00U

and

Ui.sme--

"S

t:uiin-ijrB-

tetanrants. etc.

Automatic phone 461.
Room 10. N T. Armljo Building

PIONCER BAKERY

SIMON

BALUNG, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros )
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
Wo desire patronage and wo mar
antee first class baking.
207 S. First Street
Albuquerque.

Mx

r'

0

The Heitfris

THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.
307 Wast Railroad Atenoi.
8slh 'Phones.
Dar or Night

Established In

ES

1882

creamery

Hlllsboro

Orders Solicited.

The
fl

mrj.jy.'r

Pioneer Machinery House

"nd Smeltef

NQ APPARATUS,
y, and Engineer.'

1m

:

if

Electric and Hydraulic

8up-Stea-

Compressor. Sawpllea, Engine,
and

1621-163-

-

HE ATI

Wood-Workin-

Seventeenth Mreet.

9

BoUers,

g
Machinists' Milla,
Machlner
Co. Tools and Supplies. Western
Special Catalogues en App

agents fsr Tho American Radiator
llc"t,on-

the West

DENVER,

s

COLORADO

0

Best on
Free Delivery.

214 South Second Street.

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTHE SITUATION.

& Boltlioff

Mfg. and Supply Co

PRATT & CO.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees.
boden'a Granite Flour.

MReB4rF0S8"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY,

GRAIN AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
rate, and In all cases the charges will
J. B. MacMANUS. Mgr.
s
be reasonable in comparison with the
602 South First Street Both Phones
advantages of the reserve.
"In counting sheep and goats, all
animals C months old and over at the
time of entering will be counted as
riRE
grown stock, and each two head ot
INSURANCE.
Secretary Mutual Building
lambs or kids under 6 months old will
Office at .1. C Haldrldges
be counted as equal to one head of
yard.
Krown stock.
"When sheep or goats enter u reAm
serve? tor the purpose ot lambing or
kidding ti:tre, an additional charge of Dealers In Groceries,
Hay,
Provisions,
2 cents per bead will be made on the
Grain and Fuel.
grown stock, nnd the permit number Fine
line of Imported Wines, Liquors
required and the amount to bo paid
and Cigars. Place your orders for
for grazing the lambs or kids raised
this line with ns.
will be estimated on the average per 213
NORTH THIRD STREET.
cent of lambs and kids usually raised
In the locality, two heads to count
as one. Thus, a person who wishes
to drive 1,000 ewes for the purpose of
WE CAN MAKE YOU A
lambing on a rang ewhere the average lambing is estimated to be so per
cent, would be required to have a
permit for, and pay the grazing Tee
on l.tblil ewes or Koo lambs to be
litised would be counted as equal to
too irrowii sheen.
I' will be tile aim of tlie forest
servic e to restrict
he allowance for.

r RIO

GRANDE LUMBER CO.
G?nral Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

A. E. WALKER,

7

NEW YEAR'S

spcelr.l-roncessl-

lf

CALM CONSIDERATION
approves our work In the line of sanitary plumbing and gas fitting. Ws
make a study of scientific sanitation
as regards the bath, the toilet, supply
pipes 'for water for cooking, washing
and. drinking. As a result, when we
are favored with your orders you get
the best obtainable. Still, we do not
overcharge.

Thtt

i

Auto. Phone 671.

Palmer & Wright's
fancy boxes, at

frr3v

rrr,

"bekjw nuusjar
"JS
giaflsw .rassAaaw ouzaa

EaO

xstf
ssmB

nfss"

sfgrerjw

best

Bell, Red 284.

and latest odors. We have them la pretty,

25c, 50g, 75c

n

TSiSSr'

&

f

B. A. SLEYSTER

"SST

Standard Heating

Plumbing Company

m

j

M

4

lT

(

WHOLESALE
mnd RETAIL
U
i hiifuisrniii

&

$1.00

The William Drug Co.
BLUE FRONT

117

WEST

RAILROAD

maui&r 'nNrawr
sr-aroc-

,msa

AVENUE.

smw
-

Both 'Phones.

oBeao
reta

ns'si&ar

ys

es

sgk.

3S3 ILa 2ES !KF

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Been

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cui-o- ff

&

Santa

re

Railway

rendeuc Uu. sue

25x142 feet, laid out w.tb broad W
and
streets with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old uau trtts: uubiic ichonl hmm r....
luiuuieivim emu; a population 01 1,500 Inhabitant s; largest mercantile establishment iu New Mexico; the Belen
Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrels dailv larn mi....- - eh-- ..
Helen Is the laryest shipping point for wool, flour,
wtieat, wine, beans and hay in Central New Mexico. Its Importance an a great commercial railroad city in the near future
cannot be estimated
t

,

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THP SANTa
pout. WlLL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lot offered are In
s
.1' (many ot lhem wPror
nvlftnhrn
)' cultivation);
bakery, tailor shop, xnne house.
no antl or Bravel. We need a
i,
' "i "in wood
Pr. plumbing shop, planing mill,
. . ,
.
ii"P, etc, etc. Also a flrt.f-ia- .
ine
ACL

first-clas-

ya-c-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS
ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

id

JOHN BECKER,

.

r

laundered without shrinking.
We have added to our a,
ready well equipped laundery a machine wUh which we can
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with themhandle
are Just like new. if other laundries shrink them, bring them uthey
u
and we will straighten them out for you.

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

To-pek-

a

Woolens

LOANS

r. G.

FOUND AT LAST

CO.

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M at the junction
of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
and west from Chicago '
Kansas Oity, Oralveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old east
Mexico

SEEM ABOUT TO TAKE PLACE,
FROM
APPEARANCE IN THE
CITY OF CLAIMS AND LAND DE-

I!cr-nalill-

&

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE

PRESENT

1 he
Located on the

-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

ah Kindt of Fron and Salt Mem.
steam Sausage Factory.

215-21-

oo

ftff

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

THIRD STREET

rori a or

11- -'

-

iy

.Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

C. GRANNIS, Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
m
Albuauermia
xtinn

following instructions to
cants for grazing permits on the for- est reserves:
"In accordance with the forest reserve rules and regulations, on and
after Jan. 1, 190(1. a modest fee will
be charged for the privilege of grazing nil classes of live stock
"The forest reserves belong 10 all
the people, but of necessity, under
proper management, their use for
grazing purposes can only be allowed
to a limited number. Therefore, ft
is fair and just that those who receive the glazing privilege should pay
u small fee which will co towards
"p'I'V'B to I,av l,)e running expenses
"i me reserves,
.........
.......
iivi iu luuieiT uiiu assist nonie
on
wX'lers, awill be.
made'Tu the grazing fee ou cattle for
tne season of J !03 us follows:
"The permits for each state or territory for ihe year 11)05 will lie Hated
in order of cattle covered; then beginning with (he smallest, one-haof the permits will be counted off.
and the number of cattle shown by j win. :. expe rience shows to be the ac- If you will see us before Janu' U' '
capacity of the range
aben'aT- - ,
this concession. ,1Ilner
ary 1. Wc have two or three
"Applicants for crazing norm ts u.,i, .. normal i con.lit Ions, to make
K,!p,r ut.imwuH uuioiiir apoiieanis
will be charged only half rates on cat- - u. i, Ihe
pieces of property that must go,
different niBse. ,,r and
tie up to the number thus establishare tor the best interests of the re- even at a sacrifice. This Is a
ed for their slate or territory but all serve und
commonwealth, and to dicattle over this number will be charg- vide the
grazing privileges fairly. The
chance to get a home or s
ed for at full rates.
advantages given In the use of a pro"In determining the amount to be tected range are considered
couple of lots dirt cheap.
to be full
charged, the advantages of tho local- compensation for
the money collected,
ity, method and cost of handling fnd the earnest cooperation
of stock-stock, transportation facilities, market
n Is
to carry out the polconditions and the demand for range icy ol a solicited
conservative use of the range
will be considered and the rate esunder nich
and regulatablished accordingly. The number o tions tin willrestrictions
Insure its permanent
stock to be allowed on each reserve utility."
Porterfield & Co.
will be fixer; t)n the basis of mixed
stock, as they are usually owned and
A Modern Miracle.
HOW. Gold Ave.
ranged in the locality.
.OANS.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
"Truly miraculous seemed the re"In calculating
the number for
of Mrs. Mollie Holt, of this
which permits will be required, and covery
place." writes .1. O. K. Hooper, Woodthe amount to bo paid for the privilege of grazing cattle nnd horses, all ford, Tenn.. "she was so wasted by
animals 6 months old and over at tho coiiKhing up puss from her lungs.
time of entering will be counted, but Doctors declared her end so near that
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
no charge will be made for calves and the family had watched by her bedPUBLIC.
side forty-eigh- t
...
hours; when, at my Room 5, Cromwell Block,
eoltH unit,,.- - . nw,l. ..r
Albuquerque
urgent request Dr. Kings New Distin-i..
i
nt ..iiiri,,.,
,i
Automatic Telephone, 174.
during the year for which the permit covery was given her. with the astonIs granted.
The intent Is that calves ishing result that improvement began, WCOCX)CXXXXOC)C)CXX)COCXXX)
and colts raised during- any calendar and continued until she finally comWE GIVE
year shall be paid for during the fol- pletely recovered, and is a healthy
You best satisfaction
woman today." Guaranteed cure for
In mill
lowing calendar year.
work.
"The fact that young stock re- coughs and colds. !Vio and tl.00 at all
quires less feed than old stock is tak- druggists. Trial bottle free.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
en into consideration in fixing the
Try a Cllizcn want ad
sKXXX)CXXXXXXXXXXX)CXXXX)0
appli-fectual-

y

I

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

i

4,i oc
t,m,j

The presence In the eliy of E. U.
Bartlett, of the laud department of
the Santa Fe, and Charles W. Hyu?,
of the claims department of the Santa
Fo, both
with headquarters at
Kan., should bear more or less
significance, especially ai this time,
when the Sauta Fe Is looking covetously upon a larxe acreage of land In
the southern part of tlie city, for the
removal of the yards, which, a announced by tJeneral .Manager J. E.
Hurley In De cember, would take plac e
shortly alter ihe new year.
If the signs of the limes are right,
Mr. ltyus and Mr. ltanlett are here
for the purKse of buying a strip of
several acres of land east of t lie tracks
and smith of Coal avenue, although
i hey
announce that ttu-came especially for the purpose of settling
some claims made by people m ar
where water ilaimned by
embankment, flooded their
ground, damaging their crop.-,-

AND

Corner Second and Marquette.

J

MOVING

LIVERY

D STABLE B

H

Staplft and Fancy
Groceries

FIXED BY GOVERNMENT

11

i,mt

CLUB

OF THE

Pittsburg. Pa.. Jan. 2. It's iron and Plttshurg district for Plot! wi.l
steel that makes the mare go In Pitts- the enormous value of $30(1.0(111,00(1,
burg. Here they are synonyms of which they were during the year Just
closing.
money. Both the millionaire, figuring;
It will meat) that instead of 16(I.(iik)
on expenditures for pleasure during men employed In the Iron and steel
the coming summer, and the lowest Industry, there will be a demand for
lalMirer, figuring on where the bread at least Sii.mm more men.
It
will
and liiitter arp going to come from, nie-l- i that instead of the I.8011.111111 cars
turn their eyes to the prices of Iron required to carry the finished product
and steel.
from the mills, the necessity for 2no,-('"- (
And the eoiimry over they say that
mote cars.
as Iron and si eel goes so goes general
These figures are somewhat stagbusiness.
gering in their magnitude, but one
While many iron and uteri men tire- - must remember that the Pittsburg
a
cuct
record breaking year In the district produces
of all the
industry, even the most pessimistic Iron and steel produced In the world,
ccmccvle that conditions point to more The entire production of the world In
than ordinary activity and an inig i:ki;, ls estimated at about 4o.nno.00it
mentlng
the prosperity ibat has tons, while the Pittsburg district put
prevailed during the past twelve out about T.onu.OOti Ions,
months. It has been Just two years
Dining the closing year the United
since there was a depression In the
steel Corporation spent several
Iron and steel Inline, when pig Iron million dollars in nmking Improve- " "'w maiK 01 M.4u a ton, m. tits at Its plants and in the erec-an" ""'
It geing generally figured that Hon
of new furnaces. Its prcpertles
these periods conn, in cycles. It Is be- - are in good condition, and the iron
lleved thai the business will advance ami steel works at Braddock. Home-Iactivity for several years to come, sread, McKeesport. Duquesne and
Practically every one of the 200 Rankin were never In better con'dl- lunuiccs in tne I'lttsliurg district
lion to cope with the Increased de- me territory within a radius of 20 maud for finished product.
miles
and every rolling mill and
The shipment of ore from the. lakes
pipe nun. is running full capacity as hn been phenomenally heavy, reach-thold year goes nut. In the majority ing over f.4 nnn.iinn tons In "the past
ot Instances the orders have been pil- - twelve months. Nearly a million dol
ing up, and in many branches of the lars is to be expended bv the Besse- lnciiistry. such as the stee! rail, pipe mcr railroad the Kteel trufs road to
ami armor piate. tnere are already tne lakes for repairs in order to
surncicnt orders on nand to keep tne handle the Increased business. Every-mlll- s
busy for the next six months.
body I confidently expecting a great
If the Industry prospers according increase in the volume of the steel
to present indications. It will, mean ami Iron business during the coming
that the iron und steel products of the year.
one-sixt-

RAILROAD TOPICS

g

ext-ee-

groat success. Although the tale wa a greater success than we
anticipated, our warehouse Is mill' full of new and original designs
In nobhy furniture and we will continue to sell you high grade goods
just a"llttle cheaper tlian you can buy them elsewhere. Wishing you
a happy and prosperous New Year, we are yours to serve.
a

'
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The Belen Town and Improvement Comnanv
President
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WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Wednea-

Fair and colder tonight;
day fair and warmer.

SHOES
For Cold Weather

-

which now belongs to Jake levy.
Steve Balling has also purchased a
driver from the lot, and other making
are contemplating
purchases.
Mr. Wjmcr will remain
In the city until he has disposed of
the two car loads of stock.
Many kinds of sleighs were notice
able on the streets of Albuquerque
yesterday and today. Buggies were
utilized, by taking otT the wneem "
putting runners under the body.
youth, wishing a slelgn,
sled
took his mother's wash tub, put anors,,
under it and hitching the family rlile.
to It. proceeded to enjoy a sleigh
The report in circulation on the
10 i"
streets or Albuquerque today wrecked
effect that No. 2 had been
near Inlola, when Investigated
reporter for The Evening Citizen,
proved to be nothing more serious
m
than a derailment or "lie car No.
trelght train Just ahead of
which delayed the latter train tor
some time, It not reselling the city
until 3:15 this afternoon.
As the weather reports are for con
tinued cold weather It will probablys
be several days before yesterday
fall of snow melts, nnd in the meantime "youug America" Is buying lots
g
the unwary pe
of fun
destrian. Only one person today re- ii, .rii i 1,1 Hi., ixillee that he did not
like the swrt, and would soon move
no snows are
to a climate where
known to Hades.
The Eureka Lodge, No. lit, A. 1 &.
A. M., gave a grand banquet and literary entertainment at the Red Men's
hall, on Gold avenue, laBt evening.
Almost a hundred Invited guests were
present, Including the wives and families of the members of tho fraternity.
Dancing was also indulged in, making
the occasion a most enjoyable New
Year's event. The entertainment was
indeed, in till respects, a credit to tho

TUESDAY, JANUARY 2.

1906.

I

Wednesday will record the beginning of
Green Tag Sale. It will mark the Inaugural of what we
event, which hai ever occurred In this city.
Intend to make the greatest
price-lowerin- g

Our store room is congested with an overflow of stock winter goods' still piled up on every tide In
young man whose name was Mil
some Ws, jlid. complete lines, without a garment or a sire sold. It's a wrong state of affair for this time
Shay,
sleigh-ridin- g
today.
out
Took his girl
of the year.
0
Hut the horse ran away.
And the people nil say
the
A state of affairs which demands an immediate and big reduction of prices, which will move
He was trying to slay Slay In the
sleigh.
stock and so relieve the tension.
They have heavv extension solei,
and the uppers are made of close
There will be a meeting of the Degrained leather, In order to exclude
gree or Honor at Odd Fellows hnll nt
7:30 tomorrow evening.
dampness and keep the feet warm.
n:
surveyor,
left
Ross,
with
Pitt
ou are safe from catching cold,
mountains, where he wui
for the
a pair of these shoes on your feet. As
days making surveys.
spend
several
to
enough
for Hty'.e. they are dainty
Mis. M. K. Hlckey, North Walter
please the most particular.
street. Is this Meek entertaining her
mother, Mrs. S.J. Cones, of Lawrence,
Kas.
A. J. lxmmls. Internal revenue colWe have gone through the entire stock and have tagged every suit. The reductions are phenomenal
BOX CALF. COLT SKIN, OR VICl
lector, of Santa Fe, is In the city, and
some instances an much as $i to Sx has lieen taken from the original price. In every Instance we
KID
will remain several days transacting
business.
official
have made the price so low that thrifty men will buy for years to come. Then the sale of
$2.25 to $4.00
For Men, from
Mr. and Mrs. MuyunM Ounsul, today
$1.75 to $3.50
For Women, from
moved into one of the Maloy pretty
residences on South Third street, near
$1.25 to $2.25
For Girls, from
1ead avenue.
$1.25 to $2.50
For Boys, from
8
M. E. Hlckey, city attorney, and
Frnnk H. Moore, formerly with N. B.
Field, have formed a law partnership
with offices iu the Burnett building.
E. C. Allen, connected with the Gallup Electric company, returned to that
VM which will be decidedly Interesting to all, as wonderfullysmall prices have been made on all line.
OUR NEW YEAR'S OFFERNG
-:, K f a
Miv Inst niclit after spending New
I
Vo'ar'H Hnv with his family in this
lodge.
city.
lu the rush of getting out our New
Thnnuia' P. Ollillll. of the . llood- worth your
In pure foods Is well
The
Year's edition last Saturday,
thoughtful attention mince meat, of
wlllie Box and Bottle Packing com
course, the pure kind; relishes, connunv nf rhicairo arrived in the City Evening Citizen inadvertently made
p
of the Albufr,.m timt iilnrc niul will snelid the an error in the write-udiments, flour, sugar, coffee, tea,
querque Tfactiou company, but tNe,
Will mean the saving of many a dollar. Here are just a few of the items:
spices all the staples and all the luxwinter here.
did not nrevent tile patrons
uries you can think of, many you may
I on Krhnenecker.
who has boon mistake
if The Citizen and the residents of
not call to mind. Our poods, our serspending tho past six weeks at the Albuquerque,
at large, from being
vice, our prices are right in line with
springs resort, ban reFaywood
hot
to peruse the article sufficiently
those of the best grocers in' the land.
25c Fancy Hosiery, 2 pairs for
to Albuquerque much Improved able
turned
25
to learn that the above company is
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
In appearance.
greatest
Albuquerque's
$1 Flannel Night Shirts
one
of
60
Mrs. A. E. Galloway, postmaster at
75c Flannelette Soft Shirts
45
Silver City, who has been speudlng
O. A. Matsou & Co., sole distribut
'
the holidays in this city, the guest of ors of "Miniatures of Albuquerque," a
$2 Wool Sweaters
gl
25
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Sheridan, left last novel little folder devised and made
Ties
50c
night for her home.
25
Oe)Ot)OOXMOX3f0OO3OO
Tom Jones of Cincinnati, Ohio,
t"
Lodge by
A meeting of Albuquerque
$1 Gloves, Short or Gauntlet
GO
presented The Citizen office with one
this
No. 336, I. O. O. B., will be held
of the folders this morning. The toil
long
through
on,
list.
so
a
And
evening at 8 o'clock. All members ers contain some 28 or 30 views of
are requested to l.e present. By order Albuquerque, its finest, residences,
Sam Neustadt.
of the president.
street
business blocks, industries,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Downey, who scenes and views of the depot and
We advise you to look tor the big Green and Black Posters they tell the story the greatest sale
have been spending the holidays vlth Alvarado hotel, nnd are sold for a
friends and relatives In Denver, re nominal sum.
ever In a more complete way.
turned last night. Mr. Downey states
It is understood here among the
that, the weather in Denver has been local railroaders, that at the meeting
ideal.
of tho board of directors of the Sunta
J. C. Crowley, accompanied by his Fe Hallway company, to be held in
Albuquerque
Filled.
in
New York city tomorrow, a successor
family, has arrived
Mail
fmm iteleti. tun! will remain several to Edward Wilder, late treasurer of
is
he
states
that
Crowley
days. Mr.
the company will be named, and that
riinti.miilMt Inir making: his home in E. L. Copeland, cashier under Wilder,
will likely be named for the position.
this city in the future.
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO.
Isldro Sandoval, the sheep raiser, Mr. Copeland iias been connected with
tn.lnv koI.i and delivered 800 wethers the treasurer's office for sixteen years
N. M.
to the Farr meat market and the and is well fitted for the position.
Judge Frank W. Parker and Attor
Blanchard Meat and Supply company.
The wethers averaged luu pounds and ney H. B. Holt, of Las Cruces, were o
o
Tor
Mr. Sandoval received top figures
the city this morning en route to
m
them.
Santa Fe, to attend supreme court,
Dr. Albert Abrams, a noted scientist which convened there today. Judge
ra A. Abbott, of the Second judicial
of San Francisco, accompanied by his
for
wife, arrived in the city last night district, was another passenger
and is the guest of bis sister, Mrs. Santa Fe, this morning for the same
Joseph Blbo, at Parkview terrace. The purpose. United States Marshal C.
doctor and his wife are en route to M. Foraker went up yesterady and
Deputy United States Marshal J. M.
Europe.
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES
line
The Knights of the Maccabees Is Wiley followed him this morning
New Year's evening was observed at
I have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
another lodge of the city to accept
IMPORTED CUTLERY
most beautiful gems ever brought to thli country, that I am going to
the spacious lodge room in the Elks the Alvarado last evening In a very
opera bouse building for a meeting befitting manner. The Alvarado Trio
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
Southin
v tbem to an eastern, wholesale market.
nlace. On moving Into tneir new discoursed an excellent program of
city
large
number
of
adopted
the
music
and
a
quarters, the Maccabees
0
first Monday night of each montn us people wha- went there to partake of
the sumptuous dinner that bad been
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
their meeting night.
Teas,
Dishes, Home
A fine
prepared, gave the big hotel a real
m. n zink and D. E. Burke, alder
appearance.
cheerfulness
festival
The
BEST.'.' A
Miller
man and superintendent of the Pueblo
log
wntnr suntilv. resuectlvely. and Un- - of the surroundings, with a yuleplace
fitfully
burning
In
wide
fire
the
rtr.herifr Tim O'Learv. all of Pueb
In. whn have been In the citv the past of the lobby, drove away all memory
fan: diva attending the meeting of the of the cold and snow on the outside
J. K. Platero. who has charge of tho
Knights of Columbus, left last night
Nickel-Plateindividual dam at Canoncito Colo, lo
for their homes in Pueblo.
about forty miles west of Albu
a few eonles of the New Year edl cated
tton of The Evening Citizen, still re querque. Is in the city, and with his
You will
on The
main unsold. Those wishing copies brother, Werlto Platero, called
this afternoon. The former is
to mail to friends in the east, or else- Citizen
in
Navajo Indian, and wag educated at
where can secure same for the small
government
local
the
Indian
school
calling
copy,
by
per
cents
sum of five
Secure He talks the English language flu
nt nr nnUfvlne this otnco.
Probably means to you New Blank Books. We carry a full line
besides speaking and conversing
them before the edition is exhausted ently,
In the Siranlsh language as well
as
Insurance
Life
Conservative
The
all
in
ruling.
etc.,
diaries,
blank
book,
of
comnanv'8 office was moved today many ofsaysour nativein citizens. Mr
the land the Canoncito
from the St. Claire hotel building to Platero
district belongs to the govern
th rooms In the N. T. Armllo buliu- - Cojo
401-40- 3
Ini? formerly occupied by the New ment. but a number of the tribes
113-U5-up homesteads there
York Life Insurance company's office men have taken
of
great
year
a
deal
raised
and
last
on
Tho luttr nfflces are now located
o
o
the third floor of the N. T. Armljo small grain, etc.
building.
Men's high toD shoes, box calf or oil
The finite save: Several Las Ve
OOOOCXXXXXX)0000000000000
NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.
with extra heavy, viscalized ANNOUNCEMENT OF BARGAINS.
cans were in attendance on the big grain,
Just the thing to keep your
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
AND
VARNISHES
OILS,
PAINTS,
meetine rf the Albuaueraue Knights soles.
feet warm and dry, without any rub
OLD CLOTHING.
BRUSHES.
The undersigned, having, purchased
of Columbus yesterday, when thirty Iters. Prices range from 2.50 to 4
M. Langer,
candidates were awarded the golden C. May's 8hoe Store, 314 West Kail the millinery stock of Parker & Flem303 SOUTH
FIRST STREET.
spurs of knighthood. The conferring
ing, will close out all unsold winter
Saddles, Lap
We have received the sole agency for the new Burglar
BURGLARS
Harness,
Leather,
avenue.
road
Corner of Silver Avenue.
hats at prices that will move them, Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palof the three degrees by a team of un
Patented Alarm. Can be adjusted by anybody to any door or window In
quickly. All untrlmmed hats, 25c. metto Roof Paint; last five years and sKXXOC)OOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
common ability was followed by
NOTICE.
ten seconds. Rings, and contlnuos to ring whenever a door or window is
sumptuous banquet.
Street hats. BOc. Trimmed hats, your stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
choice of any in the store $1.00. These Pelts.
opened, even a half Inch. The price of this alarm everywhere Is $3. Call
i. r vwmor of Peabodv. Kas.. ar
OUR TELEPHONE IS
Peaitofly,
of
Wymer,
Kan. goods must be closed out at once, as
'r. L. C.
rived in Albuquerque yesterday with
and see it. A good canvasser wanted.
a car load my new stock Is expected very short320.
CROWN 8TUDIO.
with
Albuquerque
in
be
AVENUE.
RAILROAD
norses.
M9
WEST
two car loads of cattle and
o good
In ten days. ly.
cows
Jersey
and
stock,
Jersey
The cows are all of
buy a cow before you see them.
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
A Citizen want ad will get the bus!
LEADING JEWELER.
the horses are blooded animals Don't
No. 210 gouth Second street.
right. The cows can
will
be
Prices
the news.
two
among
Try one.
being
ess.
famous
RAILROAD AVENUE
the
them
STEWARD-LAMMRS
town,
garden,
old
be seen at Blueher's
year-ol- d
trotting mare "Marcella
on tbelr arrival.
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First in Importance
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is the

GREEN TAG SALE of SUITS

snow-ballin-
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SOFT AND FLANNEL SHIRTS
AND UNDERWEAR

yirfSsS

The Sale

of Furnishings and Small Articles

F. F. TROTTER

Four-ln-Han-

d

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote

Lumber,
ROOfing.

Orders Promptly

Albuquerque,

First and Marquette,
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DIAMONDS!

A!

Yoff-WSUB-

Pleased!

e

With our elegant
The largest

west

HENRY YANOW, tho Pawn Broker

p

of

the
p

Chafing
assortment of Five o'clock
Steel Ranges, "THE WORLD'S
Comfort and

000000Ow0

large stock of

THE FIRST

Rome

..OF..
THE. YEAR

Coffee and Tea Pots

d

not leave our store
The finest goods made.
disappointed. The largest Hardware House
the
Southwest.

WHITNEY COMPANY

North First Street

South First Street

Newcomer

Thos. F. Kelehcr

EVER ITT

B.

CLASSIFY

TOO LATE TO

SPf

FOR KENT Furnished room for tig-lihousekeeping. 616 West Coal ave.
nue.
FOlt SAI.K Jersey cow. at a bar
gain. Inquire 713 Smith Amo.
man,
FOR SAI.K Hotel, Kuroiu-ai2ti rooms, newlv furnished In n
building; bebt location in city; a
fine business proposition. Reason
for selling, poor health. AdJress,
F. J., this office.

TP9
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We Have a Complete Line of Boy's

Overcoats from 3 to 20 Years, Ranging from

A man of 58, who has been In the
employ of the American Lumber company for nine months, nnd has attended the First M. E. church for as
long, wants to clean office. His mail
is delivered at his room, No. 1 S
Mountain Road.

3.00 to 12.50

1 '

Ask to see our Boy's Special Juvenile
Overcoat, with Military Buttons and

Trimmings at
WALKOVER

i

1

19

Cut Flowers

3 and $3. SO

$3. SO SHOES

Mo

You WHIMak

DUTCHESS TROUSERS

L.
CO.
E.
WASHBURN
mourn second street
wear cold avenue
122

.....

Mitak

by Giving Us a Trial tor

ARH$TtZ FLORAL WORK

IVES,

e

319 WEST SANTA

w-o-

FE AVENUE.

Auto Phone,

113.

C

RETAIL

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

F. MYERS

I

Proprietors

WM. McINTOSH

Colo.Phone 197

Auto. Phone 185
WE

ARE

AGENTS FOR

Co.
Winchester Repeating Arms
Mfg. Co.
Colt's Patent Fire Arms
Studebaker Bros. Mfg: &Co.Co.
Fairbanks Morse
Starrett Tools
Great Western Stove

215 West Railroad Ave.
I ALBUQUERQUE,

-

-

-

Co.

NEW MEXICO

